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An empirical analysis of performance of the backpropagation and cascade correla-

tion neural network learning algorithms, and various minimization algorithms for use

with each, is presented. Real-world pattern classification problems, including hand-

written character recognition, are used in this analysis. A discussion of the hardware

compatibility of the various algorithms is also presented, including a performance

analysis of an analog hardware implementation of backpropagation. On one classi-

fication problem, namely cereal grain classification, neural network algorithms were

found to result in better classification accuracy than a more traditional Gaussian

maximum likelihood classifier, because of the neural networks' lack of assumptions

about the problem. On the handwritten character recognition problem, and others

as well, a complex, mathematically sound minimization algorithm was outperformed

by a simple, less sound one, indicating the need for experimentation with several

algorithms on a particular problem. In general, only small (in terms of number of

processors) cascade correlation networks were found to perform better than similarly

sized backpropagation-trained networks in terms of classification accuracy, due to the

ease of learning in small cascade cor¡elation networks, and the broader exploration

of possible solutions done by large backpropagation-trained networks. In the analysis

of the analog hardware implementation of backpropagation, it was found that the

algorithm can overcome most of the shortcomings of the hardware.

Abstract
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

The Problem of Pattern Classification

There are many computational tasks, such as the recognition of various objects or

signals, that are somehow handled very well by the human brain. This process of

pattern classification allows one to easily categorize never-before-seen objects based

on visual attributes such as shape and color, and recognize words spoken by people

with different accents as being the same, based on certain information within the

sound. Getting computers to perform pattern classification would be of great benefit

in certain cases where many patterns such as postal codes must be classified one after

another, creating very tedious work.

The Tbouble with Tþaditional Computers

Computers v¡ere originally built to rapidly and reliably perform mathematical compu-

tation, but have trouble when it comes to performing the task of pattern classification.

The inability of traditional computers to perform well on pattern classification prob-

lems is due to the amount of information that must be processed for classification

to take place, and the inexact nature of classification problems. Most computers
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are not equipped to efficiently handle large amounts of information presented all at

once, and must follow certain procedures for classification supplied by programmers.

These procedures may be difficult to set up and are not guaranteed to be the optimal

ones. Quite often computers follow a sequential procedure when performing pattern

classification - they will receive as input a vector of data (an "input pattern" ) corre-

sponding to different aspects of an input picture, spoken word, etc. and will compare

the input vector to each of many stored reference vectors one at a time. The input

vector is classified as belonging to the same class as the "most similar" reference

vector. This method of classification, called template matching, is used in some

optical character recognition (OCR) systems that translate typed text into a form

(binary) usable by a computer [2].

Template matching is an acceptable method of classification only if the ¡eference

vectors, the exemplars, are easy to set up. For typed text one need only include

font libraries to use as the reference vectors. However, there are many more complex

classification tasks, such as sorting mail by classifying th.e handwritten postal codes.

For handwritten text, with all the different types of handwriting styles, setting up an

adequate set of exemplars would require a great deal of time. A very large number

would be required to get good classification accuracy [3]. When in use, the classifi-

cation system would then have to traverse the very long list of exemplars one by one

and determine which is most similar to the input. This would be very inefficient.

Rather than create a list of exemplars, one can design a set of mathematical

operations to perform on the input data that extract certain important features of

the data. The computer can then use the data produced by these operations, or

feature detectors (for example edge finders), to aid in classifying the input data.
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The feature detectors are difficult to set up, however, and there is never a guarantee

that the optimal set of features will be extracted. It would be advantageous if the

feature detectors could themselves be set up automatically by the computer.

The Promise of Neural Networks

Since the human brain handles the task of pattern classification so well, one would

hope that artificial neural networks, computers with architectures that attempt to

model the human nervous system, would be able to perform pattern classification as

effi.ciently. Artificial neural netwo¡ks (ANNs) have recently been applied to many pat-

tern recognition problems (the types of problems studied in this thesis), in areas such

as speech, computer vision, and medicine. Specific applications include learning to

pronounce English text [63], detecting bombs in suitcases, and classifying lower back

pain. ANNs have also been used for prediction (for example sunspot prediction [12]),

pattern storage, and control (for example learning to follow a road [11]).

Artificial neural networks, in their many forms (see [4, 5, 6, 1] for overviews of

some types), to date only model very little of the workings of the human brain.

Nevertheless, there are two important features of real, biological, neural networks

that most have. First, all ANNs have r-nassively parallel computing architectures.

They are capable of receiving, for example, an entire image or set of statistics about

a signal as input, and producing an output in a few short processing steps. This

parallelism, assuming the ANNs are implemented in parallel hardware, solves the

problem that most traditional computers have with processing limited amounts of

data at a time. A side effect of this massive parallelism is that neural networks are very

fault tolerant. Failures in processors (the t'neurons") or connections (the "synapsest')
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usually cause graceful degradation in performance rather than complete failure [7].

Second, most ANNs learn - they adapt their inner computations to better their

classification accuracy during a learning, or training, process. This learning process

frees a programmerfrom having to code extensive knowledge of a pattern classification

problem. Learning also builds up fault tolerance. As a network's components fail,

the rest of the network may be retrained and the network will learn to compensate

for the failed components'behaviour (or lack thereof) [8].

There are two main types of artificial neural networks. A neural network is re-

garded as belonging to one of these two types depending on whether a "teaching

signal" is fed into the network during training. A teaching signal is used to tell su-

pervised artificial neural networks how well they are classifying each input pattern.

The netwolks use the teaching signal to modify their inner computations so that

hopefully they will perform better when the same input pattern is presented again to

the network. Supervised ANNs include networks that learn through reinforcement

learning. Here the networks are told whether their outputs are correct or incorrect

only, but in general supervised neural nets receive a teaching signal that contains

information about the degree of correctness. In contrast to supervised ANNs, un-

supervised ANNs do not make use of a teaching signal; they are not given any

information about whether their outputs are right or wrong. These networks are

normally used for data clustering [9, page 343] rather than for pattern classification.

Reinforcement and unsupervised networks are beyond the scope of this thesis, which

will focus on pure supervised networks only.

By far the most popular method of training supervised ANNs is the Backpropaga-

tion of Errors (or just "backpropagation" or "backprop") training algorithm [1]. Here
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a netv/ork computes the error in the output signal it has produced and propagates this

error "backwards' through the network to modify its inner computation. Another

popular training algorithm is the cascade correlation algorithm [10], which frees the

network designer from worrying about how many processors to use by adding them

one-by-one during learning.

Many cycles through a set of training data, or training epochs are usually

required for a network to perform with an acceptable amount of accuracy. Once

training is complete, the network will have built its own set of feature detectors with

little human intervention, and will be able to classify input patterns.

1- 
" 
L Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is a study of the performance of backpropagation and

cascade correlation neural network learning algorithms for learning real-world prob-

lems, with regards to resulting classification accuracy and amount of computation

required. Various minimization (of output error) algorithms for use with either of the

learning algorithms are included in the study. An analog hardware implementation

of the basic backpropagation algorithm is also studied, because of the importance of

implementing algorithms in dedicated hardware.

L.2 Froblem

The backpropagation algorithm is very widely used for training supervised ANNs,

but is very slow. As a result, there are very many neural network training (learning)

algorithms currently being researched. Many of these are enhanced versions of the

backpropagation algorithm, often nothing more than ordinary backpropagation with
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a minimization algorithm added. There are three main problems usually present when

an algorithm is introduced that cast some doubts on how well it actually performs.

First, when a network is trained using a new algorithm, its classification accuracy

is not compared against the accuracy of networks trained using other algorithms.

Second, the classification problems chosen are much simpler and/or smaller than real-

world type classification problems. Third, the inventors of new learning algorithms

are not in agreement as to how to determine learning speed. This problem arises

because there is no general agreement on when to stop training a neural network. A

good methodology is needed to decide when to stop training.

In addition to deciding when to stop training a neural network, there are other

factors that will determine the actual training time when the network is used in

the real world (as opposed to the lab). Classification speed will be much faster if

proper hardware is used for implementing the algorithm. Another factor affecting

actual training time is the tedious process of training successively larger networks

on the same problem to determine the number of processors required. The cascade

correlation algorithm may alleviate this problem because it adds computing resources

to a network automaticallv.

1-.3 Scope

Chapter 2 introduces the algorithms; the first presented is backpropagation. Some

pointers for using backpropagation effectively are then given. Next, minimization

algorithms are presenied that attempt to build on the basic backpropagation algo-

rithm by computing and using additional information. Finally, the cascade correla-

tion algorithm is presented. Algorithms mentioned in Chapter 2 that use excessive
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mathematics are presented more fuìly in Appendix A.

In Chapter 3, the various training algorithms are analysed, using various clas-

sification problems, with regards to training time and classification accuracy. The

problems include a ¡eal-rvorld handwritten character recognition problem, one of the

probÌems most intensively researched by neural netrvork ¡esearchers today. A discus-

sion of performance analysis methods is also presented in Chapter 3.

In Section 4.1 the algorithms are analysed with regards to hardware compatibil-

ity. Some factors influencing hardware compatibility include types of computations

required (some computations are more dificult to implement than others), and local-

ity of the operands in the computations. This section forms a bridge to Section 4.2

where a much more rigourous analysis of the basic backpropagation algorithm is pre-

sented with regards to hardware compatibility. He¡e it is assumed that the entire

algorithm is implemented in analog hardware. It is discovered how well the algo-

rithm can perform assuming various analog hardware properties that will make the

computations deviate f¡om the mathematically ideal ones.



Chapter 2

Background

2.L Typical Network Architecture and Operation

Artificial neural networks all consist of processors (the "neurons", "processing units",

or just "units") and connections between the processors (the "synapses" or "links").

A very common network architecture for pattern classification is the multi-layered

perceptron (MLP). Here neurons are arranged in layers, with full connectivity be-

tween layers. The inputs are not neurons, and do not count as a layer. Neurons

between the input and outputs are called hidden neurons. The left-hand side of

Figure 2.1 shows such a network.

A common way of using the output neurons of a MLP is to have one output for

each class of input, for example "applet',"orange","pear". When an input pattern is

presented to the network, hopefully only the neuron corresponding to the correct class

will become active (produce a strong output signal) and the rest will remain inactive.

Normally the neuron corresponding to the correct class is only required to be more

active than the rest; there are methods of enhancing the output of the most active

neuron to ease the classification process (see [a] for an example). By using feedback

connections within a network, and using some neurons to store partial results, one
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BACKGROUND

OUTPUTS

Hidden
layers

can use a network to do things like complete a sequence of input patterns [1]. These

recurrent networks will not be pursued in this thesis.

Typically each neuron within a network will take a weighted sum of its inputs, add

a biasl, and pass the result through a nonlinear function, known as the activation

function as shown in Figure 2.2. Two common nonlinear functions are versions of

sigmoid functions, functions with an S-shaped characteristic. These are the logistic

function pictured in Figure 2.3, and the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function.

The bias term is identical to the weight of a connection projecting from a neuron

with output 1. The need for biases will be made clear shortly.

It turns out that to perform any mapping between input and output, one only

need use a three-layered perceptron, that is, one with two hidden layers and one out-

-@_ 
(AND,ANDNoT)

x2+ wlxl+wã2+p=Q

mlffiiiliii#ry".,.,wx
*^,

Figure 2.1: Multi-layered Perceptron with Decision Regions

(oR)

INPUTS
x1 x2

lThe bias can be thought of as the negative of a threshold.
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Figure 2.2: Typical Neuron Function

Vi = o(>wixi+Þ)
i= I

-F Xi

Figure 2.3: The Logistic Function

-xl(1+e )

dVi = Vi ( 1 - V¡)

dX¡
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put layer [4],[6, p.1a2]. Assuming the neurons use step functions as their nonlinear

functions, neurons in the first layer (directly above the inputs) can solve only classi-

fication problems that are linearly separable, that is, where the classes are separated

by hyperplanes in input space (lines if there are only two inputs). The neurons'

biases allow these hyperplanes to avoid passing through the origin in input space,

allowing for greater flexibility. The right-hand side of Figure 2.1 shows decision

regions possible at various layers of a network, assuming two inputs xl and x2, and

two classes. Inputs falling within the shaded decision regions will be classified by the

network as class 1, otherwise they will be classified as class 2. Neurons in a second

layer can take the logical AND of neuron outputs from the first layer to form conaer

decision regions. A convex decision region is one in which a line drawn between any

two points on the edge of the decision region must pass entirely within the decision

region. Neurons in a third layer can iake the logical OR of neuron outputs from the

second layer and combine the convex decision regions to form arbitrarily complex de-

cision regions. With these arbitrarily complex decision regions a neural network can

theoretically achieve 70070 accuracy on a particular classification problem, if enough

neurons are used. The more commoniy used sigmoid nonlinear functions "blur" the

decision boundaries slightly, but this discussion is still valid. Note that neurons with

linear transfer functions would not be very useful in a layered network, as all the

functions computable by more than one layer of neurons could be computed by a

single layer of neurons. A linear function of the inputs would be the result, no matter

how many layers of neurons are used.

11
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2.2 The Backpropagation Learning Algorithm

Widespread use of the backpropagation learning algorithm for neural networks has

only occurred within the past few years. The algorithm became popular when in-

troduced by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams in 1986 in the classic books Parallel

Distríbuted Processing [1], but had been invented independently by several other au-

thors, as early as 1969 [13, 14, 15]. The learning algorithm will work on a multi-layered

perceptron with any number of layers, and also on networks with shortcut connections

spanning more than one layer. This algorithm was a significant breakthrough because

up until it was discovered, it was not known how to train networks with hidden neu-

rons. Networks that could be trained were restricted to the single-layered variety,

which as already shown can only solve linearly separable problems. A small problem

such as exclusive-OR could not be solved. Minsky and Papert, in their famous book

Perceptrons, did not believe that any learning algorithm for a multi-layered neural

network could be found [16]. This conclusion resulted in a very quiet period in neural

network research from the time the book was published in 1969 to 1986 when back-

propagation 1ryas made popular. Rumelhart et. al's success in achieving popularity for

backpropagation is partly due to the fact that they showed that the algorithm could

solve a number of problems, such as parity (generalized exclusive-OR), detection of

symmetry, and simple vision problems.

Normally when one trains a MLP, one tries to minimizehall the squared output

error ove¡ all training patterns:

72

E:;

where I{ and \d are the actual

Ð
pattel'ns

Ð
outputs

and desired activations (outputs)

(u - uo)' , (2.1)

respectively of
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output neuron i. The 112 is included to simplify the derivative, which will be needed

in the learning calculations. The desired activation is known as the target activation.

The target is normally set to the upper limit of the neuron activation function if the

neuron is to become active when the input pattern is presented, otherwise it is set to

the lower limit.

If one thinks of the classification problem as a landscape with the error measure

E lhe height and the weights the coordinates, backpropagation finds the gradient,

or direction of steepest ascent, of this landscape at the current position (determined

by the weights). The algorithm does this by finding for each weight of a connection

between two neurons i and j the partial derivative of error with respect to that weight

(ÔE lÔw¿¡). If no enhancements are made to the backpropagation method, then after

each gradient calculation an attempt is made to go downhill in the error landscape by

changing each weight by an amount proportional to the negative of its contribution

to the gradient. That is, for a weight of connection between neurons i and j,

where e is the learning rate.

13

Each component of the gradient, or weight error derivative ôEf 0w¿¡ is found

using the chain rule. The following derivation will show how the changes for weights

to;; and w¡* in the network of Figure 2.7 are calculated.

In general, for the weight of a connection between neurons ø and ô, where ø is the

neuron ttcloser" to the output,

^aEAw¿¡ : -€;-- 6u;i

aE aE av" ôX"
a."u: M,' ãn' a.",

where Vo : neuron ø's output, X. : weighted sum including bias

the net input to neuron ø).

(2.2)

(2.3)

(sometimes called
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0E l0v":

for output neuron i,AElAU:V-Vo

for hidden neuron i, AE IAV -- D"(L* . # . ffi) :
D,((% -V"\ *t*'uoj,

where o is an output neuron.

ðVlôX": This term depends on the type of nonlinearity used by the neurons.

Since we are taking the derivative of the neuron's nonlinear function, this function

must be differentiable.

If the logistic function is used,

AU"lAX":V(1 -V")
If the tanh function is used"

AVIAX":7-V:.

Both of these derivatives are very simple mathematically, and therefore easy to im-

plement in hardware.

ÔXof 0W,6 : l/6

Given the above, the following equation for Aur;¡ can be constructed and applied

to any input connection of an output neuron:

^aE6uii -r#;: el'(net;)V(Uo -U) (2.4)

and the following equation for Ato¡t can be constructed and applied to any input

connection of a hidden neuron:

a'w¡r: -'ffi: ef'|(netj)'rT(H' f'|(net')' utu) (2'5)

where f'(net"): ÔVIïX-, and u is a neuron in the next "higher" layer (closer to

the output) than neuron j. Io this example, neurons u are in fact output neurons,

but they need not be in general for equation 2.5 to hold.

I4
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It should be noted that other than for the non-linear function, all network op-

eration is controlled by multiplication and addition operations. The summation in

equation 2.5 contains values that must be passed back only from the adjacent higher

layer in the network. Each synapse has easy access to the rest of the operands re-

quired; they are the outputs of the neurons at either end of the synapse, and (for

output neurons only) a target output presented directly to the neuron. Therefore, all

operands in the learning equations are available locally.

It should also be noted that the error landscape for a multi-layered perceptron

will contain local minima with gradient zero and solution non-optimal (the optimal

solution is the global minimum). It is very possible that backpropagation will make

the network settle into a non-optimal solution. However, the non-optimal solutions

are said to usually be almost as good as the one at the global minimum.

2.3 When to update the weights

The simple weight update rule of equation 2.2 can be applied after each training

pattern has been presented to the network. In this case one is said to be using

on-line [weight] updating. It is also possible to accumulate the weight change

calculations over a number of training patterns (often the entire training set) before

actually making the weight changes. This technique is known as batching or batch

[weight] updating. The latter method results in a better approximation to the true

gradient direction for the classification problem. However, much more time is required

between weight changes and there is no guarantee that batching will eventually lead

to a significantly better solution than on-line updating.

15
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Large learning rate
BEGIN

Figure 2.4: The Froblem with Large Learning Rates

2"4 Problerns \l/itk¡ backpropagation, and fixes

The biggest problem with the backpropagation learning algorithm is its slowness.

Even a simple problem like exclusive-OR may require hundreds of passes through the

training dataset before an acceptable solution is found. Since the simple learning

algorithm does not attempt to determine an optimal value for the learning rate, the

latter must be set very small to avoid ending up worse off than before in terms of

classification error. It is very possible for the netwo¡k's weights to oscillate without

converging if the learning rate is set too large, as shown in Figure 2.4. In the figure,

the error landscape is a sort of ttravinett.

In addition to this "ravine" problem, there are other problems with backpropaga-

Smalllearning
BEGIN
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-p

Logistic

tion that make it very slow to learn. If a neuron's output is zero for a particular input

pattern, then the weights of connections projecting from this neuron won't be able to

change. An easy solution to this problem is to use tanh functions instead of logistic

ones for the neurons' nonlinear transter functions. As iiiustrated in Figure 2.5, if

the logistic nonlinearity is used, then any negative net input of large magnitude will

produce a neuron output close to zero. The neuron output will in fact go less than

0.0i for any net input lower than about -4.5. If the tanh nonlinearity is used, the

magnitude of neuron output will go less than 0.01 only if the net input is within the

small range -0.01 and +0.01.

Another problem with simple backpropagation is that, for both the logistic and

tanh activation functions, when the magnitude of the net input to the neuron is very

high, the derivative of the activation function (f'(net;)) will go to zeto. All calculated

changes for weights feeding into the neuron will then go to zero as well, regardless of

whether or not the neuron's output is close to the optimal one. These weights will

"H-0
Figure 2.5: Logistic / Tanh Function Comparison
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not change easily and will not contribute to the learning of the classification problem.

This problem may be a fatal one to machines with limited precision, where small

values will be truncated. A solution to this problem is to initialize the weights to

values inversely proportional to the neuron fan-in (assuming that the hardware will

allow for small enough weights). This way there is less likelihood that the neuron

will "saturate". Another preventative measure against saturating sigmoids is to set

the target values of the output neurons to be values other than the sigmoid limits.

For example, for output neurons with tanh sigmoids, target values of -0.7 and +0.7,

instead of -1 and *1, have been suggested [17]. Some other preventative measures

have been suggested in [61], but these modify the backpropagation algorithm itself

so that it no longer performs true gradient descent, and were only shown to work on

encoder problems (see page 31).

A possible solution to the saturation problem that also attempts to alleviate any

hardware problems due to finite weight range in hardware is weight decay, where

weights decay to zero over time. This idea is discussed further in Section 2.7.

2.5 Backpropagation Enhancements

18

In addition to the improvements to the gradient calculation itself, there have been

very many proposals to speed up backpropagation by trying to make intelligent use of

the gradient and/or other information. A discussion of all of these would fill several

volumes. However, neural network research has progressed to the point where several

have emerged as significant advances and are now available in commercial and public

domain neural network simulators. A discussion of them would therefore be beneficial.

Instead of using a fixed learning rate e one may use a line search in the direction of
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the gradient to determine an optimal learning rate to use when updating the weights.

In other words, one chooses À to minimize the error in

where x is the new weight vector, xo is the old weight vector (before the weight

change), and d is the direction in which to travel. When d is chosen to be -VE(xs),

the resulting method is known as true steepest descent. The simplest line search

is to repeat a fixed step until the error no longer decreases [18]. Another line search,

sometimes called Rayts line search [20], works as shown in Appendix A. Note that

for a line search to work properly, the calculated gradients at nearby points along the

search direction must be similar. Batch updating must therefore be used.

True steepest descent is said to provide a speedup over ordinary backpropagation,

but the network sometimes fails to find a good solution at all 1221. 
'When 

using

steepest descent, succesive steps are perpendicular because

x:xo*Àd

^0o: fin$s - )VE(xo)): VE(x6) .VE(x):YEd¿.vEn"-

Therefore the approach to the minimum is always azigzag path [6, p.126].

19

A better method is to use as the new search direction for the line search some

compromise between the newly calculated gradient direction and the old search di-

rection:

dn"* = -v En'- + pd,o (2.g)

for some appropriate B. Doing this, of course, requires a good approximation to the

true gradient direction for the classification problem, meaning batch updating.

There are two well-known algorithms that use this "comp¡omise" method - one

very simple and one more complicated. The simple one is referred to as momen-

(2.6)

(2.7)
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tum [1] and is so widely used that many mistake it as being part of the standard

backpropagation algorithm. The idea is, at every weight, to make the update

o, like e, is a global parameter uniform over all weights in the network. The momen-

tum method may actually cause the weights to move in an uphill direction in the

error landscape, so it is not normally used with a line search. Nevertheless it does

usually give a significant speedup over plain backpropagation in many cases (as will

be shown later). The speedup is still limited, however, because if all derivatives of a

weight over time are assumed equal to one, then Au;¡ will converg" to fr ffi tZU.

A more complex way of making a compromise between the current and previous

search directions is utilized by conjugate gradient methods. Here the new search

direction is chosen so that each new search direction spoils as little as possible the

minimization achieved by the previous one [6, p.126]. This means that we need

Lw¿¡(t) : <# j c,Àrr;¡(t - 7).

d td .v E(xe a Àd""') - 0

which is the same as the condition

20

The vectors dold and d'"- are then said to be conjugate. H is the Hessian matrix,

the nxn matrix of second derivatives of the n weights in the network with respect

to the output error [H;¡ :0281(0u"u)(0u:"¿)]. Storing this matrixwould be quite a

formidable task when there are thousands of weights in a network. Fortunately, B in

equation 2.8 can be found such that equation 2.11 is satisfied without knowledge of

H. According to the Polak-Ribiere rule [6, p.126],

(2.e)

¿old . ¡tr .dr". : 0.

p: (V8"". -VE"Ir.VEne!)

(2.10)

(V naa¡z

(2.11)

(2.r2)
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Steepest Descent
BEGIN

Figure 2.6: Steepest Descent / Conjugate Gradient Learning Companson

A comparison of Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient and true steepest descent on

simple quadratic problem (the optimal type of problem for conjugate gradient)

shown in Figure 2.6.

Another rule for finding B, called Rudi's conjugate gradient [20], is being used

by Geoffrey Hinton's group. This rule is shown in Appendix A. It requires more

computation per weight change but is claimed to give faster convergence to a good

solution.

Another well-known enhancement to standard backpropagation is the delta-bar-

delta rule, which was introduced by Robert Jacobs [23]. Delta-bar-delta does not

follow as mathematically sound a procedure as conjugate gradient methods, but in-

stead makes use of the following heuristics:

Conjugate Gradient
BEGIN

2T

1. Every parameter (weight) of the performance measure to be minimized (the

output error) has its own learning rate.

2. Each learning rate varies over time.

3. When the derivative of the error with respect to a weight possesses the same sign

for several consecutive time steps, the learning rate for that weight is increased.

a

is
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4. \Mhen the sign of the derivative in 3 alternates for several

steps, the learning rate for that weight is decreased.

Mathematically, the learning rate update rule is defined as follows:

( n if Ç(t - 1)6i,(¿) > 0

Aq¡(t) : { -þe;¡(t - t) i|fi(t- l)áij(¿) < 0

( 0 otherwise

where á;¡(t; : ôEf ôw¿¡, and

The vector of Ç terms is sometimes thought of as a momentum vector, and equa-

tion 2.I4 is replaced by the momentum equation [17]:

6,j(t): (1 - o)6ü(t) + oqþ - Ð.

According to this learning rule, when the current derivative of a weight and an ex-

ponentially weighted average of the weights's previous derivatives have the same sign,

the learning rate is incremented by an additive amount. If they have opposite signs,

the learning rate is decremented by a multiplicative amount. The algorithm may

appear much more difficult to use than other enhanced backpropagation algorithms

because of the extra parameters, but it is actually reasonable because networks are

quite insensitive to changes in the parameters rc and ó U7l. Values of 0.1 for ¡c and

0.9 for / have been suggested to keep e;¡ around 1.0 when á;¡ changes randomly [20],

and a momentum value a of 0.9 is generally agreed upon. Delta-bar-delta would not

appear to work very well with on-line updating because the sudden shifts in gradi-

ent direction estimation from pattern to pattern would make the learning rate very

quickly go to zerc. It is therefore advised to use batch updating.

22

consecutuve time

E(t):6;j(t)+aÇ(t-t¡"

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2.15)
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So far all of the methods listed above use only first-order information about the

error landscape. If we knew about the second order information we could make much

better weight changes. This statement is borne out mathematically by noting that

the error function can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion about the current

point in weight space (i. e. the current weight configuration) x6 as

The rest of the terms in the expansion are neglected. The optimal weight change

vector is obtained by setting the derivative of the preceding expression to zero. Here

the error will be at a minimum.

E(x) : Eo + (x- *o)' vE(xs) + ]t* -*o)' H' (*-*o)

This is nothing other than Newton's method. In one dimension it reduces to

0 : VE(xo) + H(x - *o) :) Aw : -H-IVE.

Newton's method is impractical because it requires inversion of an nxn matrix

before each weight change, requiring order n3 steps each time [6, p.125]. One group

proposed that the of-diagonal terms of the Hessian be omitted [24]. When this is

done each weight change reduces to

23

E'(*o)t = îo_ EGõ

This new update rule is called the pseudo-Newton rule. The ô2Elôu.'l¡ term is

expanded in Appendix A. It is huge, especially for weights of incoming connections of

hidden neurons. It also requires external (to the network) storage of partial computa-

tion if more than two layers of neurons are used. One advantage of the pseudo-Newton

(2.16)

, aE .ô28
À¿rr; - - ^ i-;--;- owii' swíi

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)
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rule is that it requires no learning parameters, save a parameter that can be added

to the denominator to ensure it is always positive [6, p.128]. Bquation 2.19 makes

intuitive sense because as the second derivatives decrease, a plateau in error space

is being reached and the weight changes should become larger. This method can

of course be used with batch updating, but has also been used with on-line updat-

ing [25]. It is not, however, known to provide a significant advantage in speed over

simple backpropagation [6, p.128].

The last enhancement to backpropagation that will be presented here is one that

uses approximations to the second derivatives of the error function. The quickprop

algorithm, proposed by Scott Fahlman [6i] normally updates each weight according

to

where.9(l) and,9(¿-1) arethecurrentandpreviousvalues of 0El0w;¡,ande controls

the "steepest descent" component of the learning equation (it may be thought of in

the same way as the learning rate for standard backprop). Modified versions of

equation 2.20 are sometimes applied depending on the signs and magnitudes of .9(ú)

and .9(ú - 1). The full quickprop algorithm is presented in Appendix A.

Fahlman suggests using weight decay and batch updating with quickprop.

2.6 The Cascade Correlation Algorithm

Lw;¡(t): -es(¿)+ æjjtfø Lw¿¡(t -t)

c\^
LI

The Cascade Correlation (or just "cascor") algorithm was developed by Scott Fahlman

and Christian Lebiere. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm works by adding neurons

to a network one by one during learning, thereby automating the process of training

increasingly larger networks. The algorithm was not developed for this purpose, but

(2.20)
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instead to attempt to solve a problem with backpropagation not yet

moving target problem. This problem was very well described

correlation seminal paper [10]:

Because all of the weights in the network are changing at once, each

hidden unit sees a constantly changing environment [meaning constantly

changing goals, or targets]. Instead of moving quickly to assume useful

roles in the overall problem solution, the hidden units engage in a complex

dance with much wasted motiorr.

The way that cascade correlation attempts to overcome the moving target problem

is to have each hidden unit learn a set of weights then freeze them forever. The

algorithm works as shown in the flow diagram of Figure 2.7.

Use of more than one "candidate" unit will reduce the chance that a neuron that

gets "stuck" at a poor covariance will be added to the network. The covariances

between output error and candidate unit activation form a ne\ry performance measure

that must be used when training the candidate units. Define ,9 as

25

mentioned: the

in the cascade

where o is an output unit, p is a training pattern, V is the output of the candidate

unit, and ,Ðo is the error observed at output unit o. 7 and fl are the values of I/

and Eo averaged over all training patterns. This function can be computed using a

"shortcut formula" [27] :

s: I lÐv, -V)(Lop -E)l
op

We wish

with respect

P Pto

maximize ^9, so \,ve compute ôSl)w;;, the partial derivative of 
^9

each of the weights w¿¡ of each of the candidate unit i's incoming

to

to

s: Ð lÐ(vruo," -vÐEo,)l

(2.21)

(2.22)
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INPUTS

HIDDEN
Units

Figure 2.8: A Typical Network Constructed using Cascade Correlation

connections:

AS AS AV ðX¿ ¡-a / n -ñ-\ ¡/r¡
:-: ';-- ) u-olLn.o-i 'i i'-
¿w;i AU ôX¿ 6w;i /H"o\"P'o "o/JP'r

where oo is the sign of the expression within the absolute value sign in equation 2.21,

"fi is the derivative for pattern p of the candidate unit's activation function with

respect to the sum of its inputs, and V¡ is the input the candidate receives from input

or hidden unit j for pattern p.

Each new hidden unit can connect to each previous hidden unit. This results

in networks that resemble the one in Figure 2.8. Since each hidden unit performs

a nonlinear function of all previous hidden units as well as the inputs, the result

is potentially more powerful networks than MLPs, where the connections between

hidden units are not present.

Now that the gradients in Cascade Correlation networks have been defined (com-

ponents are ÔEf 0w,¡ for output unit training and 0Slôwi¡ for candidate unit train-

ing), any minimization algorithms that use the gradient information (i. e. momentum,

(Direct connections from ¡nput to ouþut not shown)
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quickprop, conjugate gradient, etc) can be used to hopefully speed learning. The ca¡-

didate units must be t¡ained using batch updating, so that average output unit errors

and average candidate outputs can be calculated.

2.7 Generalization

With most pattern classification systems it is desired to have the system correctly

classify patterns that were not used when the classification system was designed.

With neural networks, this means that the network should be able to correctly classify

patterns that were not part of the training dataset. The ability of the network to

do this is called its generalization ability. If a network is presented with only

a few training patterns it may try to "memorize" them and will do poorly when

presented with new data, assuming that the training patterns did not form a good

representation of the classification problem. A general guideline is to use a larger

number of examples in the training dataset than there are weights in the network.

This will allow the training data to "affect" all the weights and get rid of any initial

conditions (weight values) in the network that will interfere with learned information

and hamper generalization [28]. Guidelines on the number of training patterns to

achieve a certain leuel of. generalization have been proposed by Baum and Haussler [29]

among others. However, these are estimations for general classes of problems rather

than particular problems and tend to overestimate the number of training patterns

required for a particular problem [28].

Using weight decay is said to improve generalization [62]. Instead of minimizing

just the squared error, we minimize

28
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Therefore each weight is updated (assuming simple backpropagation) according to

a.¡_ -.4p*Àtu¡)'ou j

At equilibrium ôC l)tr.', : 0, and

aE,
---: 

^'lDiouj

What equation 2.26 means is that at an advanced stage of learning, large weights

are guaranteed to be doing useful work in reducing the error rather than just "hanging

around" forcing sigmoids to saturate and making the network harder to train. Weights

that do little useful work in reducing the error will decay to zero. A weight decay

method should make it easier to strip away any excess connections (and possibly entire

neurons) from the network after training. However, in hardware excess neurons may

add fault tolerance to the network, as there is more to retrain when failures occur. so

the network designer should also keep this in mind.

Another factor affecting generalization is the learning time. When ANNs have

been trained too long they may start to "over-fit" the training data. Therefore, rather

than worrying about the number of parameters in the network, the network designer

could use cross-validation to decide when to stop training. The cross-validation ap-

proach generally used for neural networks is to present them with patterns not part

of the training set (ie: part of the test set) from time to time. When the error on

the test set starts to increase, then it is time to stop training the network. Possible

cross-validation methods are presented in [31] and [32]. No one method of performing

cross-validation has been agreed upon.

29
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Chapter 3

Performance Analysis

The backpropagation and cascade correlation learning algorithms, and several mini-

mization algorithms, have been introduced. We will no\ry see how well these aleorithms

perform on pattern classification problems.

3.1 Methods for Performance Analysis

As has already been mentioned, different authors use different performance measures

when studying neural netwo¡k learning algorithms. The differences in performance

measures arise because of diferent ways of determining that learning is complete, and

different ways of taking "failed" learning trials into account when averaging learning

times for a group of trials. This section will outline several possible performance

measures' and will give reasons for selecting the ones adopted for this work.

There are two types of classification problems that can be learned by a supervised

neural network, and each requires separate performance measures. These are:

o Type 1. Problems with a finite amount of possible training patterns, and the

possibility that all training patterns can be correctly classified. The input data

are usually binary. one problem of this type is the ,,parity" problem, where

30
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the network must correctly determine whether the (binary) input pattern has

even or odd parity. Another type 1 problem is the ,,encoder,, problem , where

the network is presented with a "1 of n" binary input pattern and an identical

target pattern. The network is given a smaller number of hidden units than

the inputs, and must learn to encode the input information as the activations

(outputs) of this small number of hidden units. Generalization is not an issue

with type 1 problems.

o Type 2. Problems with an infinite number of possible training patterns and/or

no chance of correct classification of all training patterns. The input data

are normally analog. Generalization becomes an important issue with type 2

problems. Some available data are normally set aside as test data, used for

checking generalizati on performance.

3.1.1- Methods for Type 1 problems

Possibly the most thorough discussion of possible benchmarking methods for type 1

problems is given by Scott Fahlman [61]. For problems with binary targetsl Fahlman

favors determining that learning is complete when all outputs are ,,correct,,, correct-

ness determined according to the following: If the target is low (near 0 for logistic

neurons' -1 for tanh) and the output is in the bottom 40% of its range, or if the target

is high (near 1) and the output is in the upper 40% of its range, then the output is

correct. If the output is within the middle 20% of its range, then the output value

is "marginal" and is not counted as correct. This is because small noise applied at

the input signal could too easily result in the output going into the wrong half of its

'Target values near the extremes of the output neurons'ranges. When each output represents
one class this is common.
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range.

The Xerion neural network simulator [19], used for the simulations in this thesis,

does not use Fahlman's criterion to stop training, but instead uses the following

criteria:

1. Error measure < thresiroldl, or

2. ( lgradient vectorl / lweight vectorl ) < threshold2

The error measure in the first criterion can be anything the user chooses; commonly

it is the squared output error (equation 2.1). The second criterion is known as con-

vergence.

It is the opinion of this author that the first criterion shown above is acceptable for

type 1 problems' Fahlman, on the other hand, considers the criterion unnecessarily

strict because, as he puts it, "some algorithms may produce useful outputs quickly,

but take much longer to adjust the output values to within the specified tolerances.,'

This is of course true, however I feel that the extra time to get the error below the

threshold may not be unneccessary; the network will exhibit greater robustness to

noisy inputs if it is trained to produce outputs very near the targets instead of just

to within 40%. Also, when one is studying the relatiae effectivenesses of algorithms

instead of determining that "algorithm x can learn problem y in z training epochs,',

then simply waiting for the error measure to get below a threshold is not unreasonable.

There is the possibility that two learning algorithms will produce correct outputs

according to Fahlman's criterion at about the same time, but one will have a harder

time getting the error measure to below the threshold. Instead of reporting these

learning algorithms as similar in speed, the algorithm that allowed the network to

find a more robust solution in a shorter period of time should be considered the faster.
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Of course, the criterion of error being below threshold will not always be met. If it

is not met, the learning trial can be considered a failure and reported separately from

the successful trials [23], or the trial can be restarted with a new set of weights and

learning time accumulated [61]. The first method is the one used here. The average

in the second method hides the number of failures, possibly something the network

designer would like to know, and the following shows that it can be computed even

if the first reporting method is used:

Theorem 3.1

Let P¡ : the probability of failure giaen a certain learning algorithm, S : the au-

erage learning time (epochs, nurnber of pattern presentations, etc. ) on the successful

trials, and W : the learning time wasted during a failed, attempt. Then the o,uer¡,ge

learning time with restarting can be approximated, by

Proof:

Tî*e : (1 -pì3+pr(W+(1 -pl)S+ p¡(W+(1 - pr)S+p¡(W+...)))

: (1 - Pi)S + Prw + pr (t - pìS + pr prw + p¡ p¡ (r - r)S +...
æ: IP;((1 _ P¡)S + Prw))

i=O

: (t - P¡)S + P¡W
(1 - P¡)

3.t.2 Methods for Type 2 Problems

33

Time: (t-P¡)S+e,w

For type 2 problems where generalization performance is an issue, cross-validation

slrould be used to decide when to stop training, as mentioned in Secti on 2.7. There is

1- P¡ (3.1)
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no consensus on how to do this, so a reasonable method was developed for this thesis.

This method will be outlined in Section 8.2.

3.2 Simulation Environment

All simulations in this thesis \.vere run using the Xerion public domain neural network

software [19], with various enhancements written for the purpose of the thesis work.

Most enhancements are intended to be made publically available in the future. All .

C code for the enhancements, along with detailed explanations of their usage, will

be included in a separate document at the University of Manitoba's Department of

Electrical and Computer Engineering.

The Xerion software is a collection of routines to allow for easy construction

and monitoring of neural network simulators. The software defines a collectjon of

"objects" (actually C data structures) that implement the important features of any

neural network system. These objects are Units (neurons), Links (connections þe-

tween Units, these have modifiable weights), Groups (of similar Units), ExampleSets

(training and test data), and Nets (contain Groups and ExampleSets). The software

also contains routines to graphically display Unit outputs and Link weights using

Hinton diagrams2. A typical display of the simulator is shown in Figure 8.1. The

network being simulated had 20 inputs, one layer of 6 hidden units, and B output

units.

To create a simulator using the software, the user must write a set of routines that

implement some neural network algorithm. These routines must include routines for

updating the network error, and calculating the derivatives of the links with respect

tivation,orothe¡entityisrepresentedbyasquarecontaining
another square. The size of this second square corresponds to the entity's magnilude. ,q *hit. .quurã
means ihe entity is positive, while a black square means the entity is negative.
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Figure 3.1: Typical Display of Xerion Simulator
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ERROR

Link weights

to the error (ie: computing the gradient). The user may desire the network to store

certain values in addition to those already contained in the Xerion objects, so the

software allows the user to add "extension records" to each object. The user may also

add new commands to the simulator, executable from the simulator command line.

One of the main features of the Xerion software is a minimization library. Xerion

converts the link weights into a parameter vector, and the calculated link derivatives

into a gradient vector. With these two vectors, and the error function to be minimized,

one can use all sorts of optimization techniques, such as the Conjugate Gradient

metliods described in Chapter 2. Xerion does in fact provide a wide selection of

minimization routines that one may use, including conjugate gradient routines. The

Xerion code for conjugate gradient follows the code in Numerical Recipes in C [38].

The minimization methodology is pictured in Figure 8.2.

The Xerion software distribution includes several pre-built simulators, one of

which implements backpropagation. The code for the backpropagation algorithm

Weight changes

Figure 3.2: Xerion Methodology for Network Training

Parameter vector

Link derivatives
(wrt error)
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provided a starting point for much of the code in this thesis. For the studies of

various minimization algorithms for backpropagation, seve¡al additions to the code

were made:

1. Routines to implement automated cross-validation. To implement these rou-

tines, a Xerion facility for calling the minimization routines from within C

code was taken advantage of, to allow for separate minimization trials between

cross-validation checks. Before the routine to train using cross validation is

invoked by the user (through a new command line command), he or she must

set all Xerion minimization parameters to some desired values. The Xerion

minimization parameters include such things as epsilon (the learning rate in

plain backpropagation), alpha (the momentum parameter), parameters for line

searches, parameters for the delta-bar-delta and quickprop rules, and so on. The

user must also select which minimization technique (momentum, quickprop, etc)

is to be used. Normally the user need not worry about all minimization param-

eters at once; some are only for use with a particular minimization method. In

addition to the minimization parameters, there are three new parameters that

the user must set to control training time for cross-validation:

37

Parameter 1. The number of weight updates between validation checks. By

not doing a check after every weight update, computation time is saved.

Also, short-term fluctuations in generalization performance may be "fil-

tered out" by looking at performance measures separated in time.

Parameter 2. The number of weight updates that the generalization per-

formance can go without improving before the training run is stopped. In
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the simulations presented in this thesis, this number allowed for training to

be stopped after 4 or 5 consecutive validation checks with no improvement.

o Parameter 3. The maximum number of weight updates allowed.

The cross-validation technique then proceeds as shown in Figure 3.3. Note

that generalization performance is measured using the total output error on the

test set, and not some other measure like percent correct classification. This is

because the network is trying to minimize output error and not percent correct,

so the Ìatter will likely fluctuate more often and will not work as easily with the

cross-validation technique presented.

2. Generation of "general" sigmoids, and calculations of derivatives for these sig-

moids. The general sigmoids are set using three parameters sigmoidMar, sig-

rnoidMin, and sigmoidGain according to the following equation:

Neuron output : y(æ) : I sigmoid,Min (J.Z)

To generate the logistic function, one would set sigmoidMar: 1.0,

sigmoidM in : 0.0, and sigrnoidGain : 1.0.

To generate the tanh function, one sets sigmoidMar:7.0,

sigmoid,Min : -I.0, and sigmoidGain:2.0.

The derivative of the general sigmoid is:

38

a'(r) : sigmoidGain*(g - sigmoidMin)* (1.0 -

For the logistic function this derivative works

works out to 1 - y'.

sigmoidM ar - sigmoidMin
(3.3

y - sigmoidMin

out to y(l - y). For the tanh i

)

)

t
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Train network
for number of
weight updates

specified by
pafameter I

Check generalization
using test daøset
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< Parameter 3

long since
generalization

> P¿r:ameter 2

Figure 3.3: Cross-Validation Method
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The general sigmoids were added to the code at a time when the only activation

function supplied with the Xerion software was the logistic. In a newer release

of the software a wide variety of activation functions (including the tanir) have

been made available.

3. Routines to print classification statistics as percentages correct, incorrect, and

unsure. These routines are accessed through a nery¡/ command line command.

It is assumed that one output is used to represent each class, or (for two--

class problems only) that only one output neuron is used and it must produce

a high output for class 1 and a low output for class 2. The user has three

more parameters to set when using the classification statistics routines, each

corresponding to a threshold that must be (or must not be) exceeded for a

correct classification to occur. These three thresholds were originally describecl

by LeCun et al in [26]:

(a) The output of the most active neuron (which must correspond to the cor-

rect class) must exceed a threshold

40

(b)

(")

The output of the second most active neuron must be less than a threshold

The difference in activation levels between the two most active neurons

must exceed a threshold

For an incorrect classification to occur, all three criteria must be met except

that the most active neuron does not correspond to the correct class. If neither

a correct or incorrect classification occurs, the network is said to be "unsure"

of the class of the input pattern. The user may view only a summary of clas-

sification statistics (percents correct, incorrect, and unsure for each class), or
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Tabl

Output activation

MIN+MAX-threshold)

e J.1: Uutput c

> threshold

may view the classification on a pattern-by-pattern basis. In the latter case,

activations of the most active neuron, second most active neuron, and neuron

corresponding to the correct class are also printed for each pattern. This allows

for more detailed analyses such as what threshold 3 above must be increased

to in order to get the percentage misclassified down to, say 1% (while rejecting

more patterns).

For the single output neuron case, only the first threshold comes into play. Cor-

rect, incorrect, and unsure classifications are determined according to Table 3.1

(MIN:sigmoidMin, M AX:sigmoidMax) :

Proper support for updating weights after each pattern presentation. This in-

cludes nelü/ commands to create pseudo-random sequences in which to present

the patterns (pseudo-random because each pattern is guaranteed to be pre-

sented at least once each training epoch, and the order of pattern presentation

is the same each epoch). The random sequence capability is very important be-

cause it allows for proper pattern-by-pattern learning on datasets that contain

all examples of one class, then all of another, and so on. If such a dataset were

read sequentially, the network would tend to set itself up for classifying the first

class on1y, possibly letting the weights get very large, thereby saturating the

sigmoids and making further learning very difficult.

otherwise

assification f-or single output neuronficat
Target value position within neuron range

lower half
CORRECT

INCORRECT
UNSURE

upper half
INCORRECT

/1

CORRECT

4I

UNSURB
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In addition to these enhancements, one important cirange was made. The original

Xerion code used derivative of output error wrt output neuron activation AEIAU:

z(U - vrd). rhe factor of 2 was dropped to conform with common practice.

For the study of the cascade correlation algorithm, the code for the complete algo-

rithm was written for the Xerion simulator as none was yet available. The cascade

correlation algorithm requires two phases of training. In the first phase, the weights

of the output units' incoming connections are updated, and in the second phase the.

weights of the candidate unitst incoming connections are updated, using a different

method of calculating weight error derivatives. These phases of learning alternate as

the network is being trained. To keep cascor training as simple as possible for the

user, it was decided to create a new command that when issued will automatically

run the network through the various phases of training and automatically add hidden

units. The different procedures used for updating candidate and output unit weights

\.vere accessed by assigning the network's fields for error updating and link derivative

updating procedures to point to the appropriate procedures.

The performance measure for candidate unit training (the covariance calculation

of equation 2.2I) must theoretically be maximized, but Xerion expects to be mini-

mizing a function. To fool Xerion into thinking it was minimizing a function during

candidate unit training, the performance measure implemented was the negatiae of

the covariance (plus, of course, additional network costs such as weight size).

Candidate unit training requires two sub-phases of learning: The first is to cal-

culate the mean errors and mean candidate unit activations, and the second is to

calculate the weight error derivatives based on these means. Two passes through the

training data are therefore required before weight updates can be made. The original

/l ',
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Cascade Correlation code from Carnegie Mellon University l27l actually calculated

weight error derivatives at the same time the means were being computed, with no

guarantee that this method of saving computation would work. This method was not

implemented; the "pure" algorithm in [10] was implemented instead.

Since the Xerion minimization routines only require weight error derivative cal-

culations, and the Cascade Correlation routines provide these, it is possible to use

any minimization method in the Xerion library for training. Because the algorithm

consists of two distinct phases of training, it was decided to provide for the user to use

different minimization methods for output and candidate unit training. It is therefore

possible to use, say, the delta-bar-delta rule for output unit training and a conjugate

gradient method for candidate unit training.

The enhancements made to the code for backprop were linked with the cascor

code. Automatic cross-validation is done during output unit training in the same

way as for backprop (by checking the network's output error on the test set), and

is done during candidate unit training by checking the candidate unit outputs' co-

variances with the output error on the test set. Nine parameters are used to control

training time for cross-validation - three for each of the initial output unit (no

hidden units), subsequent output unit, and candidate unit training phases (the three

parameters used per phase are described on page 37). The initial output unit training

phase is treated separately because it generally takes longer than subsequent output

unit training phases. Not all parameters have to be set - if no parameters are set

for the candidate and/or initial output unit training phases, the parameters will au-

tomatically be set to the ones used for second and subsequent output unit training

phases.
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3.3 Results

3.3.L Cereal Grain Classification

The reader may question how much better neural networks are at pattern classification

problems than more traditional classification techniques. This section will show that

in certain cases such as the classification problem presented in this section, neural

networks are superior to certain traditional methods.

The classification problem is that of distinguishing between various cereal grain

kernels (barley, oats, rye, and amber durum, hard red spring, and soft white spring

wheats) using data obtained through optical measurements [b9]:

1. Light reflectance data: red, green) and blue light

2. Size data: length, width, contour length (perimeter), three different aspect

ratios, and area.

Previous work [59, 65] that used only light reflectance data or size data yielded much

poorer results than those obtained using all data that will be presented in this section.

Distinguishing between grain kernels of different types is part of an ongoing larger

project at the University of Manitoba. Its objective is the separation of sound hard

red spring wheat kernels from other types of grain kernels (the problem studied here)

and also unsound wheat kernels.

The results obtained for grain classification using neural networks will be compared

to results obtained by another member of the department, Mike Neuman, using a

Gaussian maximumiikelihood classifier (operation of the latter described in Appendix

A). The grain classifier input data consisted of ten data points, each corresponding to

one of the optical measurements listed above. Data from a total of 727 grain kernels
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were available, one-third Qa2) of which were used for training the network and the

other two-thirds (a85) of which were used for testing generalization performance. All

data for the neural network were norm alized to lie within [0,1]. This ensured that the

data were on the same order of magnitude as the output of the virtual bias neuron

(i.e. 1.0), so that the neuron biases could be learned properly.

The biggest problem faced when trying to solve the grain classification problem

(or any problem, for that matter) with a neural network is that of selecting an appro-

priate number of hidden units. Before the cascade correlation algorithm was properly

implemented, a series of training runs \ryas performed with multi-layered perceptrons

each with one hidden layer of neurons and six output neurons, one for each type of

grain. Only one hidden layer was used because it was believed, based on plots of the

data, that data from each class (grain) formed a single cluster in input space [5g].

As was shown in section 2.1, only one hidden layer of neurons is necessary for such a

problem. The number of hidden neurons was varied from zero to ten. Both logistic

and tanh neurons were tried in an attempt to see whether use of logistic neurons really

does hamper learning, mentioned as a possibility in Section 2.4. For each number of

hidden units, ten training runs were performed, each with a diferent set of starting

weights (in the range (-0.5, 0.5)), because the choice of initial weights can affect the

final outcome [6a]. The total number of training runs rvr/as therefore 220.

The training runs were done using the enhanced Xerion simulator, using back-

propagation with only the default minimization algorithm supplied, Rudi's conjugate

gradient with Ray's line search. The main purpose of the neural network grain clas-

sification simulations \ryas performance comparison between neural networks and a

classical technique, and not comparison of neural network minimization aleorithms.

+ð
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which is why only one minimization algorithm was used. The parameters for control-

ling the line search were the Xerion defaults, given in Appendix B.

The th¡ee parameters controliing training time for cross validation were set to 50

weight updates between cross validation checks (note that the output error and gradi-

ents might have to be measured more than 50 times to get 50 weight updates, because

of the line searches), 200 weight updates before an improvement in generalization had

to be noticed, and 500 maximum weight updates allowed. Cross-validation parame-

ters for all thesis work were set so that the weights yieldiíg best generalization were

not found after too few or too many validation checks. Target values for the tanh

networks were -0.7 or 0.7, while for the logistic networks they were 0.2 or 0.8. A

classification r¡/as considered 
"or.".t when the output neuron correspond.ing to the

correct class had activation greater than the others; otherwise it was incorrect.

Generally the accuracy on the training data was about 92% for 5 or more hidden

units, with less accuracy for less hidden units. The logistic networks had more trouble

with low numbers of hidden units. Accuracy on the training data for the Gaussian

classifier was g4.2To. Results showing average percent correct, best percent correct,

and worst percent correct on the test set are plotted in Figure 3.4 for the logistic

and tanh type networks with number of hidden units ranging from 0 to 10. Using

more than 5 hidden units did not improve the generalization performance by much;

in fact the best average generalization performance (for both types of neurons) was

reached at 6 hidden units. This implies that many more hidden units than this

is either unnecessary for this problem, or more training data would be needed to

achieve better accuracy with a larger network. Nevertheless, the small gap between

accuracies on training and test data indicates that one-third of the data was adequate
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for training the networks. Less would probably have resulted in poorer generalization

performance, especially for the larger networks. The 6-hidden unit networks trained

on 242 patterns were being trained on roughly 2 patterns per weight.

The generalization accuracy for the logistic networks rtras worse than the tanh

networks for low numbers of hidden units, but about the same for high numbers.

This and the fact that the logistic networks consistently took longer to t¡ain shows

that the logistic networks are indeed harder to train. Average training times, in

function evaluations (one function evaluation : one output error and weight error

derivative ÔEl0w¿¡ (gradient) calculation, possibly accumulated over all patterns (if

using batch updating)) and iterations (multiplications of weight error derivatives by

learning rate etc. followed by actual weight updates) are plotted in Figure 3.5. The

training time decreases either when a very low number of hidden units is used and

the problem is too hard (the network "gives up" on it quickly), or when a very high

number of hidden units is used (possibly due to premature saturation of the output

units because of large net inputs resulting from large fan-ins).

It turns out that for these networks, learning often stopped abnormally, either

when the line search algorithm failed, or when the simulator detected an inconsistency

in the calculations due to too low a precision (the simulator was compiled 32 bits

floating point on a Sun SPARC workstation). When this happened, however, the

validation error was changing so slowly that this had iittle effect on the results. It

was regarded as a time saver because time would have been wasted waiting for very

small improvements in performance to occur. The Xerion manual states that training

will stop due to low precision only when a minimum of the error function is very near.

The tanh networks seem to have reached these minima sooner. The logistic networks
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Iterations..
between validation checks
for generalization improvement

Maximum iterations allowed

with few hidden units seem to have stalled in poorer local minima.

The networks with at least 6 hidden units consistently generalized better than

the Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier. Average total percent correct on the

test data for the Gaussian classifier was 85.2T0, as compared to 87.9% for the tanh

networks with 6 hidden units and 88.8% for the logistic networks with 6 hidden units.

It appears that the assumption of Gaussian-distributed data was not as good for

generalization as the neural networks' lack of assumptions about the data distribution.

In addition to the backpropagation neural nets and Gaussian classifiers, attempts

were made to classify the grains using cascade correlation networks. These networks

were allowed to add up to ten hidden units. All training was done using Rudi's

conjugate gradient with Ray's line search. Ten runs were done for cascade correla-

tion networks with either logistic or tanh neurons, for a total of 20 training runs.

Parameters for controlling cross validation are given in Table 8.2.

A rather surprising result was that the networks with only one tanh hidden unit

yielded very good classification accuracy. The networks with logistic neurons yielded

consistently poorer accuracy. A plot of average percent correct on the test data is

shown in Figure 3.6. Training past the initial phase (no hidden units) proceeded

very swiftly-tens of iterations as opposed to hundreds. Once again training often

stopped close to minima, where the simulator reported loss of accuracy. A plot of

average training time is shown in Figure 3.7 for the tanh networks only; the logistic

s Tor (,a,sca,cle (;or"relâ.tìon (ìra.rn (
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networks took slightly longer to train. The plot shows the average curnulatiue number

ofiterations and function evaluations to train up to each added hidden unit. Iterations

and function evaluations for the candidate and output units are plotted separately,

because of the differing amount of computation involved in training these different

units.

It is clear that using the cascade correlation approach leads to compact networks

that achieve the same accuracy as MLPs with larger numbers of hidden units. They

may still have more weights than MLPs with similar accuracy, however, because of

their "shortcut" connections, direct connections between input and output. These

connections make the structure of the network less modular (and therefore more dif-

ficult to implement in hardware), but nevertheless add processing power to a network

with a low number of neurons.

For a fairer comparison between a cascade correlation and backpropagation-trained

Figure 3.6: Cascor Generalization Performance on Grains Problem
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network, it was decided to run another set of training runs with backpropagation-

trained networks with shortcut connections. Note that cascade correlation still has

the advantage of connections between hidden units. A total of 220 more simulation

runs \.vere performed in the same way as for the MLPs, except that shortcut connec-

tions were used. Plots of generalization performance are shown in Figure 3.8. On

average the tanh networks did not perform as well as their cascade correlation coun-

terparts until about 5 hidden units (the logistic cascade correlation networks always

performed worse). Once again peak accuracy \ryas reached at 6 hidden units. The lo-

gistic networks performed only slightly better than the tanh ones. On average around

1000 iterations and 5000 function evaluations were needed to train the networks. The

total number of iterations and function evaluations to train up a similar sized cascad.e

correlation network from zero hidden units was about the same, and the total com-

putation may be lower because of the fewer weights being trained at any one time.

Also, one will automatically see the performance of intermediate-sized networks fuse-

Figure 3.7: Cascor Training Time for Grains Problem (tanh units)
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Figure 3.8: MLP with Shortcuts Generalization Performance on Grains Problem

ful because the network designer can subsequently train up to the intermediate-sized

network beyond which no performance increase was found), whereas looking at per-

formance of each intermediate-sized MLP would require another 1000 iterations and

5000 iterations per size. Cascade correlation therefore saves time. It is also the best

type of classifier for very low numbers of hidden units (< 3). The algorithm seems

to have simplified the classification problem for these small networks by solving the

moving target problem. However, it is really number of weights and not number of

hidden units that should be compared. The tanh MLPs with 3 hidden units and no

shortcut connections, which performed comparably to the tanh cascor nets with 3

hidden units, had fewer weights than even the cascade correlation networks with no

hidden units.

A summary of the best average generalization results obtained for all types of

classifiers studied is shown in Table 3.3, along with the hidden units and weights

required to achieve that accuracy (in parentheses in the column lieadings). The
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Table 3.3: Summar
Grain

6,108

of Best A

T(6,108)

Logrstrc, 'l' :
White Spring

neural networks clearly achieved better generalization performance overall than the

Gaussian classifier, especiaily when it came to classifying hard red and soft white

spring wheats. The results do not indicate, however, that the Gaussian classifier was

a poor choice of classifier-it did, in fact, do a better job at classifying oats and rye.

3.3.2 Handwritten Character Recognition

MLP shortcut
Grain Classifi cation Generalization Results

T(6,168) 4,r40)

This section will present results obtained on a large classification problem: that of

classifying handwritten numerals. For this study, a database of handwritten digits

was obtained from the University of Windsor containing roughly 4000 numerals in

various handwriting styles. The database originated at the French company CGA-

Alcatel, where participants in the study were asked to enter a random sequence of

disconnected digits in a specially designed form [34]. As a result of the database's

European origin, many of the ..1" 's seem rather odd-looking from a North American

perspective, appearing as inverted "V" 's. Some can be seen in the small sample of

the database shown in Figure 3.9.

'When using a neural network to classify an image such as a handwritten digit,

one of two approaches can be used. The first is to do extensive pre-processing to

T(3,120)
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10 output units

30 hidden units

12 4X4
shift-invariant
feature maps

12 8X8
shift-invariant
feature maps

(each neuron in map
looks for same feature

at different place)

trErtrtrtrtr8

256 inputs
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Figure 3.10: Network Architecture for Handwritten Character Recoenition

extract features such as chain code histograms3 and then train a very simple network

on the extracted features, such as was done at the University of Windsor [3b]. The

second method is to train a specialized network on data that has undergone minimal

preprocessing, and force the network to extract features of the input on its own. A

specialized network for handwritten digit recognition was proposed by a group at

AT&T Bell Labs [25]. It is a hierarchical network, with neurons in the "lowest" layer

looking only at small parts of the image. Neurons in "higher" layers then combine the

signals from the lower layers, until finally a decision can be reached as to the correct

classification. The network's architecture is shown in Figure 8.10.

The network takes as input a 16-by-16 grayscale representation of the input image.

tedbyfirstextractingthecontouroftheimage,andthen
determining the frequencies of various angles of orientation of the contour.

55

layer H3

layer H2
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All inputs range from -1 to +1, and all neurons have tanh transfer functions.

The hidden layer directly above the inputs is organized into 12 8x8 "feature maps".

Each neuron in a feature map receives input from a 5x5 section of the input image.

Neighboring neurons in a feature map take input from a 5x5 section displaced by 2

inputs. Connections extending beyond the limits of the input array are assumed to be

attached to "virtual" neurons with some fixed output. In the original AT&T network,

the virtual neurons had output -1. All neurons within a feature map have their input

weights constrained to be the same as the input weights of a1l other neurons in the

feature map. Bias values are allowed to vary, however. The purpose of the weight

constraining is to allow the network to look for the same input feature in different

parts of the input. The varying bias terms allow the network to assign a feature

different degrees of importance depending on its location within the image.

The neurons in the second layer are organized into 12 4x4 feature maps. Bach

neuron takes as input 5x5 sections of 8 out of 12 feature maps in the first layer. All

neurons within a second layer feature map take input from the same 8 first hidden

layer feature maps. Weight constraining is done as for the first hidden layer neurons.

The connection scheme for first to second hidden layer feature maps is (from [86]):

ÐCl

I uz I H1 Feature Map I

I Feature I

I Map I nsqsaTïgot2 |

| --------- | ---------------- |

I t,2,a I xxxx xxxx I

I 4,5,6 | xxxx xxxx I

| 7,8,9 | XXXxxxxX I

I 10, tt,!21 xx xxxxxx I

A third hidden layer containing 30 neurons is fully connected to all neurons in the

111 I

(X = Connected)
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second hidden layer, and the third hidden layer neurons are in turn fully connected

to all output neurons.

The network was replicated using the Xerion simulator, and used on a pro-

cessed version of the University of Windsor dataset. The original dataset contained

characters represented by up to 64x80 binary pixels. These rtrere converted into

16x16 grayscale representations using linear transformations that preserved the origi-

nal characters' aspect ratios. Basically the transformations were equivalent to dividing

the regions containing the characters into 16x16 zones, and coding the data for the

neural network according to how much "black" was within each zone (-1 : no black,

*1 : all black).

The dataset was divided up into two subsets for training and testing. Each subset

contained roughly equal numbers of examples of each digit (ie: the network would be

trained on 50% of the digits and tested on the other 50Yo). Each example added to a

subset was selected at random from the original total database of -4000 digits.

Xerion supports weight constraining, and treats each group of constrained weights

as one parameter of minimization. Gradients for each weight in the group are cal-

culated normally using the backpropagation algorithm, and these are summed to get

the contribution to the gradient for the single minimization parameter. This param-

eter, along with its contribution to the gradient, is used by the Xerion minimization

routines (momentum, quickprop, etc). The resulting calculated weight change is then

made to all weights in the group. This method of using one minimization param-

eter in place of many saves computation. Atl weights were initialized in the range

t2.41'reuron fan-in), as in [25] so that the net inputs to the neurons could stay

within an acceptable range to avoid neuron saturation (and little error passed back).

Ðt
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Learning rate
Iterations...
between validation checks

Preliminary simulations initializing the weights in (-0.5, 0.5) did not work nearly as

well; final total squared output errors observed on the test data were roughly double

those that will be shown in Figure 3.11.

There were two differences in training procedure from that used in [25]. First,

the output of the virtual neuron was kept at, zero instead of -1. In this way, portions

of neuron receptive fields faliing beyond feature map boundaries do not influence

learning. This change \ryas found to roughly double the learning speed. On prelimi-

nary simulations conducted using initial weights in (-0.5, 0.5) and conjugate gradient

training, the total squared output error on the training data took 102 and 58 weight

updates to fa1l below 1000.0 using the -i and 0 virtual neurons respectively. Fi-

nal generalization performances were similar. Second, the minimization algorithms

used to train the weights were different. The AT&T group used the pseudo-Newton

method with on-iine updating, while here either Rudi's Conjugate Gradient with

Ray's Line Search with batch updating, or plain backpropagation with on-line up-

dating was used. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.4. Plain BP will be

updating weights more frequently, which is why its entries in the table appear so high

(9720 : 5 x number of training patterns). Two training runs were done for each of

the minimization methods used, each run requiring several days of CPU time on a

SPARC 2 workstation.

for general ization improvement
Maximum iterations allowed

Conjugate Gradient
N/A

o

20

500

Plain BP
0.02

Ðð

9720
38880

972000
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The training data was consistently learned more or less perfectly. Learning curves

showing error on the test set are shown in Figure 3.11. The curves show error versus

weight updates, which is being kind to conjugate gradient as there is no indication of

extra line search function evaluations not followed by weight updates. The number

of function evaluations \ryas actually about three times the number of weight updates.

The curves show that the error on the test set starts to level off after a certain period

of time. Training always stopped due to this lack of improvement in generalization

error, and never due to lack of precision in the simulator. The curves also show that

plain backpropagation with on-line updating found a solution similar in quality to that

found by conjugate gradient, but required much less computation. For this problem,

the redundancy in the training data obviously made it wasteful to accumulate weight

error derivatives over all patterns.

In an application such as this, one can set bounds on how many misclassified

- 

Conjugate gEd¡ent run 1

------ Coniugate grad¡ont run 2
--.- -.- Ordinary bscþrop run 1

---.---. Odinary backprop run 2

40 60 80 100 120
Weight Updales

Figure 3.11: Learning Curves for AT&T Net
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patterns are acceptable out of the patterns that are not rejected as unclassifiable

(uncertain). By adjusting the classification criteria outlined on page 40, one can

determine how many patterns must be rejected as uncertain to get that amount of

error. In this study, as in [25], the classification criterion adjusted was the minimum

acceptable difference between the two most active outputs.

For 7% error on the classifiable patterns, the percentage of patterns rejected was

10.6 and 10.9 for the conjugate gradient-trained networks, and 11.7 and 11.8 for the

networks trained on-line. These figures compare favorably with the result ol I2.0%

reported by the group at Bell Labs using three times as much data for training, and

roughly the same amount of data for testing [25]. In a more recent publication, they

used a modified version if their original network and neede d 9% rejections f.or 7To

error [26]. The group at the University of Windsor required only about 3% rejections

for I% error using simple networks trained using chain code histograms, and twice as

much data for both training and testing [35].

It would appear that humans are still better at feature extraction than supervised

ANNs. Nevertheless, ANNs are still able to extract meaningful features. Figure 3.12

shows Hinton diagrams of the learned input weights for neurons in each of the 12 first

layer feature maps. These weights are the "features" that the network, in this case

the first network trained using ordinary backprop, has learned. These features, when

convolved with the input image, can be used as edge finders etc. For example, the

feature second from the right in the bottom row of Figure 3.12 can be used to detect

a horizontal edge. A neuron with these weights will produce a strong positive output

when a horizontal edge with handwriting on bottom, whitespace on top is observed,

due to the positive correlation between the input image and the weights.
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Figure 3.12: Learned Features for Handwritten Character Recognition
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Figure 3.13 shows the same network's 30 "worst" classified digits in the test set-

those which the network misclassified with the highest degree of confidence (where

the difference between the (incorrect) most active output neuron and second most

active neuron was greatest). Humans would have trouble classifying some of these,

but not all.

Some additional simulations r¡/ere done to see how well the cascade correlation

algorithm performed on this problem. This algorithm produces simple networks com-

pared to the one just presented, but other authors have successfully built simple

6o5- z\, 8rr g-'e *Yt -g\z T-3 I
Figure 3.13: rhirty worst ff::ir:å-ËiåiB''ä,,,'ilîji$,l"r,l^-'
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Learning rate
Iterations...

between validation checks
for generalization improvement

Maximum iterations allowed

networks for this problem. In [37] an interesting training technique (not backpropa-

gation) was used to construct a network with only one layer of 45 hidden units. The

hidden neurons of this network were each explictly trained to separate inputs of two

classes from one another. The output neurons then took ANDs of certain hidden neu-

ron outputs to come up with a classification decision. Only 3% of the patterns in the

test dataset had to be rejected to achieve 1% overall misclassification (adjustment of

pattern rejection criteria was done differently than Bell Labs' method). In contrast, a

40 hidden neuron MLP trained using backprop has been reported as rejectin g Ig.4%

of the test patterns for 7% error on the remaining patterns [25]. It is obvious that

the training technique, and not the network architecture, has a great effect on the

results for this problem.

The best results for cascade correlation rtrere obtained using a network that used

ordinary training (gradient descent with fixed learning rate) with on-iine updating for

learning the output weights, and quickprop for learning the candidate weights. Once

again all weights were initialized to within t2.41@euron fan-in). Some simulation

parameters are shown in Table 3.5 ("learning rate" for quickprop is the e term in

equation 2.20). Training the network up to 30 hidden units required approximately

1 week of CPU time on a SPARC 2 wo¡kstation.

It was noticed that after about 15 hidden units were added, performance did not

Initial (no hidden units)
0.0005

Phase of training

rg44
9720

38880

Candidate
0.006

62

Output

5

20

0.0005

50

1944

9720

38880
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improve significantly. With 30 hidden units, the cascor network required 47.6% re-

jects for 7To ercor on remaining. A MLP with one layer of 30 hidden units (trained

using conjugate gradient) performed better: 35.5% rejects for 1% error on remaining.

It appears that cascade correlation is not an appropriate learning algorithm for large

problems such as this that require careful solution, because the network may "com-

mit" itself to a poor result early in learning. Backpropagation networks may be able

to consider more possible solutions during learning. However, if backpropagation is to

be employed for a problem like this, character recognition 'with limited preprocessing,

then a hierarchical type network is appropriate.

3.3.3 Parity and Sonar Signal Classification

Benchmark simulations of many of the backpropagation algorithm enhancements in-

cluded with the Xerion software were done on two problems - one "type 1" problem,

and one "typ" 2" problem. The type 1 problem was studied to observe the differ-

erìces in learning rate that different minimization networks can achieve. The type 2

problem was studied to observe whether different minimization methods can lead to

better generalization in addition to being faster.

The type 1 problem r¡/as a parity problem, well known to researchers doing per-

formance evaluation of neural networks. Here the network is presented with binary

inputs, 0's and 1's, and the single output neuron must output a high value if the input

pattern has odd parity (an odd number of 1's), and a low value if the inputs have

even parity. The parity problem is one of the most difficult problems for an artificial

neural network to solve, because the network must look at all lhe input signals (and

weight each appropriately) in order to determine whether the pattern has even or odd

parity. The parity problem can be scaled to have as many inputs as is desired. Four
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inputs were used in this study. It is known that a network with four hidden units can

solve this problem [1], but 8 were used to ensure more successful trials.

Due to time limitations, all learning parameters for all learning algorithms were

not optimized. Instead, all parameters with the exception of the steepest descent

parameter (e in equation 2.2), were set to the default values given in Appendix B,

because these parameters are generally thought to be quite robust. Ray's line search

was used for the conjugate gradient methods, and also for steepest descent with line

search (listed as "steepest descent LS" in the tables). Delta-bar-delta in Xerion uses

equation 2.15 instead of 2.74.

An optimal value of e was found through experimentation. Several trials were done

using ordinary backprop with each of many different learning rates, and the average

time required for the squared output error on all patterns to drop below 0.16 was

noted. It was decided to use e :0.05 (actually e :0.10 worked slightly better but

learning rates much above 0.10 resulted in disaster, so 0.05 was used for safety's sake).

The parameter e was set to 0.05 for all minimization algorithms requiring it, namely

ordinary backprop, momentum, delta-bar-delta, and quickprop. This value for e was

obtained using tanh neurons. The optimal learning rate for logistic neurons vras

found to be at least 1.0. The fact that networks with tanh neurons converged rapidly

with a lower learning rate may not seem like a significant result here, but it becomes

significant when learning rate is actually a length of time to charge a capacitor, as will

be the case in a hardware circuit analysed in Section 4.2. As a result of their good

performance with lower learning rates, a "hardware compatibility" issue for certain

circuits, it was decided to use neurons with tanh functions for all further simulations.

The results given in Table 3.6 are the averages over 30 training runs of the num-
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Table 3.6: Average Learning Speeds: 4-bit
Minimization method
Ordinary backprop

Lear

Momentum

ber of function evaluations (error and gradient calculations) and iterations (weight

updates) required for the total squared output error to drop below 0.16, for various

minimization algorithms. An initial function evaluation performed by Xerion on all

training runs 'was ignored for the minimization methods not requiring a line search, as

the initial function evaluation is then unnecessary. Averages are for the successful tri-

als only. Number of failures are listed separately. Failures occurred when no solution

was found after 5000 iterations (as was the case with momentum, or when training

stopped abnormally due to imprecise calculation (as was the case with the conjugate

gradient methods). It was decided not to use Theorem 3.1 to incorporate the failed

training runs into the averages because when an algorithm went over the allowed

"time limit" generally no learning was taking place, meaning I4l in equation 3.1 could

take on any arbitrary value.

To gauge the total computation required by an algorithm, one need only look at

the number of function evaluations required. Recall that a function evaluation is the

output error and gradient calculation, accumulated over all training patterns when

using batch updating. This computation is the same regardless of the minimization

method in use. Further computation required only at the end of an iteration, such

as the extra computation required by the minimization algorithm and the implemen-

Delta-bar-delta

Quickprop
Regular CG

Steepest descent LS
Rudi's CG

F.Evals.
836

rarity network (8 hidd

204

Iterations

240

477

836

666

204

470

240

979

Failures

477

76

en units)

0

64

2

oÐ

808

0

0

5

7
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tation of the weight change, can be neglected. It is considerably less than the total

of the output error and weight error derivative computations performed after each

pattern presentation.

Different minimization methods clearly lead to different learning times for the

parity problem. The conjugate gradient methods, when successful, both required

considerably less function evaluations than the steepest descent methods. They both

required considerably more computation than the momentum and delta-bar-delta

methods, however. Steepest descent with a line search was actually slower than

ordinary backpropagation because of the large number of function evaluations re-

quired by the iine search. It appears that complex minimization algorithms with line

searches are unnecessary for a small problem such as parity. Simpler algorithms such

as momentum and delta-bar-delta achieve considerable reductions in the amount of

computation required, and should always be considered for problems such as this.

The type 2 problem was another well-known problem among neural network

researchers-classification of sonar signals, originally studied by Gorman and Se-

jnowski [38]. The task is to train a network to discriminate between sonar signals

bounced off a metal cylinder and those bounced off a roughly cylindrical rock, at

various aspect angles. There were a total of 208 input-target pattern pairs in the

original dataset. Each input pattern contained 60 numbers in the range 0.0 to 1.0,

each representing the energy within a particular frequency band, integrated over a

certain period of time.

A copy of the original dataset was obtained from Carnegie Mellon University's

neural network benchmark collection [39]. The division of the data into training and

test sets (104 patterns in each) conformed to Gorman and Sejnowski's method of
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Table 3.7: O: \Jrtgln
Hidden

generating "aspect-angle dependent "data. Here the division is controlled to ensure

that each dataset contains cases from each aspect angle in equal proportions.

Gorman and Sejnowski reported the results shown in Table 3.7 on training and

test data from the aspect-angle dependent experiment, for varying numbers of hidden

units, averaged over 10 training runs. They used backpropagation with learning rate

2.0 on networks with logistic neurons, and weights initialized in (-0.3, 0.3). Two

output neurons were used, one for the ttmine" class and one for the ttrockt' class.

Output errors less than 0.2 were treated as zero. They reported a result of 82.7%

using a more traditional nearest neighbor classifier.

It was decided that 6 hidden units would be used for the simulations, because

no significant improvement in performance was found by Gorman and Sejnowski

when more hidden units were used, and to ensure a small enough network that many

training runs could be done. Fahlman has noted that the training data are linearly

separable, requiring no hidden units for 100% correct classification. However, gener-

alization ability may suffer if a network is trained to 700% accuracy on training data.

For the simulations reported here, cross validation was performed with parameters as

shown in Table 3.8. The minimization methods that were tried for the parity problem

were also tried for this problem. Two methods were also tried using on-line updating:

units

results reported for sonar

0

% Right on

2

training set

3

6

79.3

I2

96.2

,,1

% Right on

98.1

99.4

test set

99.8

73.7

100.0

roblem

ðÐ. I

87.6

89.3
90.4

67

89.2
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Minimization method
Table 3.8: Sonar Sienal Classifier: Cross Validation Paramerers

Ordinary backprop
Momentum

Delta-bar-delta

Quickprop
Regular CG

Steepest descent LS

Rudi's CG

Iters...between checks

ordinary backprop, and momentum. Tanh neurons \ryere used in the networks. The e

parameter was set to 0.005 for all methods requiring it (this was found to be optimal

for both batched andon-Iine backprop).

The results, shown in tables 3.9 and 3.10, were obtained assuming that for correct

classification, the output corresponding to the correct class had to have activation

greater than that of the other output. No patterns \ryere treated as unclassifiable, to

simplify analysis of the results. A weight decay of 0.005 (À in equarion 2.25) was used

to generate the results in the second table. All entries in the tables are averaged over

30 training runs. The numbers given for iterations and function evaluations appear

high for on-line backprop and on-line momentum because for these each iteration

and function evaluation is completed after a single pattern presentation instead of

epoch. If these numbers are divided by the number of training patterns (104) one can

calculate the number of passes through the training data and compare the on-iine

algorithms against the others more easily. Note, however, that the on-line algorithms

now require slightly more computation than the others per pass through the training

data, as multiplications by learning rate, momentum parameter, etc. are now being

done after each pattern presentation instead of epoch.

On-line bp
On-line mm

50

10

10

10

...for improve

5

b

50

1040

250

520

50

50

Max iters

50

68

25

2000

25

500

250
5200

500

2600

500

250
250

1000

52000

26000
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Ta
Minimization method
Ordinary backprop

Momentum
Delta-bar-delta

Quickprop
Regular CG

Steepest descent LS

Rudi's CG

F.Evals.

On-line bp

773

On-iine mm

80

Iterations

44

177

773

386

2IT

80

Train acc.

602

44

1 5461

r17

69

Table 3.10:

4749

91.38

44

90.26

35

437

81.67

Test acc.

15461

Minimization method

82.82

4749

Perfor

87.69

82.53

Ordinary backprop

85.29

85.67

89.80

81.35

mance of Minimization Methods on Sonar wi

Momentum

83.56

Delta-bar-delta

82.95

81.28

84.49

of

Quickprop

84.65

Mi

Regular CG

83.75

Steepest descent LS

Rudi's CG

82.85

F.Evals.

79.39

On-line bp

870

On-line mm

82

M
Iterations

46

hods

105

870

290
236

82

Train acc.

633

46

26936

105

5079

92.47

35

88.05

h Weisht

37

82.08

+tÐ

Test acc.

26936

8r.44

5079

85.48

83.78

Decay

86.73

84.74

89.23

82.2r

86.28

82.37

69.49

84.36

84.94

83.75

84.36

75.58
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The methods that made compromises between previous and present weight error

derivatives to calculate a weight change (the two conjugate gradient methods and

momentum) seemed to do the best in terms of percent correct classifications on the

test data. The momentum and delta-bar-delta algorithms required an order of magni-

tude less computation (in terms of function evaluations) than ordinary backprop with

batch updating. On-line momentum appears to be a poor choice for this problem,

based on its poor classification accuracy.

Using weight decay helped the generalization performance of the ordinary back-

prop (batched and on-line), delta bar delta, and Rudi's conjugate gradient methods

only. It is very possible that the weight decay parameter should be adjusted differ-

ently for each minimization method (it was only optimized for ordinary backprop) to

achieve better results. The same may also be true of the other parameters, although

certain rnethods did better with no tuning than the ordinary backpropagation method,

where the optimal learning rate was used.

Average percent correct classification on the training and test sets were consis-

tently lower than the 99.4 and 89.3 % reported by Sejnowski et al. However, it was

noted that one training run using batched momentum yielded g2.3To accuracy on the

test set, and several others yielded generalization accuracy greater than 89.3%. The

cross validation method therefore appears to find good solutions, and saves compu-

tation time by giving up when no good solution is being found quickly.

The results presented for parity and sonar signal classification do not attempt to

show that one minimization method is bette¡ than another in general (alihough ordi-

nary backprop with batch updating appears quite poor)-much more experimentation

would be required for this. They merely try to point out that for a given problem some
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Iterations...
between validation checks
for generalization improvement

Maximum iterations allowed

Table 3.12: Cascade Correlation Son

Initial (no hidden units

Hidden

methods will be better than others, and experimentation',,,/ith different minimization

methods, using cross-validation, will yield better results.

An attempt was also made to use cascade correlation networks for the sonar

problem. Both output and candidate units were trained using quickprop, with e set

to 0.005. Cross validation parameters were as in Table 3.11.

The results in table 3.12, averaged over 10 runs are, as expected from results pre-

sented earlier, better than those obtained by Gorman and Sejnowski for low numbers

of hidden units, but slightly worse for higher numbers of hidden units. The average

generalization performances are better than the ones in Tables 3.9 and 8.10 because

it seemed that training went "more smoothly", and the cross validation method did

not ever have to give up prematurely. This is probably due to the absence of the

moving target problem.

units

Phase of traini

0

% Right on

2

training set

3

o

86.9

I2

AI

95.8

c, ll

Signal Classifier Results
% Right on

97.2

7l

98.8

test set

99.2

76.1

98.5

88.6

88.9

89.3
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Chapter 4

Hard\{¡are Considerations

It has been said that the future of artificial neural networks as a competitive compu-

tational technology will be based upon ease of hardware implementation in addition

to performance [41]. This chapter wiil address some issues that should be consid-

ered when attempting to implement the algorithms studied in the previous chapter

in hardware. The first section will deal with computational and storage requirements

of the algorithms, assuming no particular implementation. The second section will

analyze the performance of simple backpropagation with on-line weight updating,

assuming a fully parallel implementation using analog hardware components.

4.L Computational and Storage Requirements

When trying to select any type of classifier for a particular problem, small differences

in classification accuracy should not be considered all-important. One must also take

into consideration memory usage and ease of hardware implementation [42].

Both MLPs and cascade correlation networks may, after training offiine, have

their forward computation implemented in hardware quite easily. The only memory

requirement is weight storage, and the computations required are all multiplications,

additions, and possible table lookups (for the sigmoid calculations). If the networks
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are irnplemented such that several portions of the circuits work in parallel, then

tremendous speedups over implementations in general-purpose computers (PCs and

workstations) can be achieved. Artificial neural networks in general lend themselves

very well to parallel implementation, because of their parallel architectures and lo-

cality of computation, each neuron and connection only processing signals available

nearby. Several organizations have in fact implemented the forward computation of

MLPs in parallel hardware.

The group at AT&T Bell Labs mentioned in Section 3.3.2 have recently im-

plemented a trained analog circuit version of their handwritten character recog-

nizer [26] mostly on a chip called ANNA (Analog Neural Network Arithmetic and

Logic Unit) [43]. The chip contains 4096 physical synapses (connections), which are

time multiplexed to realize the larger handwritten character recognizer. Eight neu-

rons' computations can be processed in parallel. The weights have 6 bits of resolution

and the neuron outputs 3 bits. Amazingly, these are adequate resolutions for all but

the last (output) layer of the network, which had to be implemented on a DSP chip.

About 1000 characters per second could be processed using the ANNA system, com-

pared to about 2 per second on a Sun SPARC 1* workstation.

Another analog circuit implementation of neural network forward computation

is the ETANN (Electrically Trainable Analog Neural Network) from Intel corpora-

tion [44]. This chip contains 64 neurons and more than 10,000 modifiable weights. It

can process over 2 billion multiply-accumulate operations, or connections, per second,

compared to a few million on a Sun SPARC workstation. The weight modification

algorithm for ETANN must be done off-chip.

The forward computation of Cascade Correlation networks is slightly more difficult
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to implement than that of MLPs because of the networks' non-regular structures, and

a fully parallel version will take somewhat longer for classification than a fully parallel

MLP because of the large number of layers.

When trying to implement neural network learning computations in hardware,

one is faced with the choice of using "general" ANN hardware designed so that many

types of neural network algorithms can run on them, or "dedicated" ANN hardware

designed for one algorithm only. The advantage of using general hardware is that

many types of networks can be experimented with; the advantage of using dedicated

hardware is that it is faster and smaller.

Several organizations offer general parallel digital ANN hardware. Examples in-

clude Adaptive Solutions' CNAPS (Connected Network of Adaptive Processors) sys-

tem [a5] and the Music system developed at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-

ogy [46]. The CNAPS system uses general-purpose digital parallel processing units

in a SIMD] fashion and achieves a speedup of up to 1000 times over a Sun SPARC-

station when training a network using backpropagation. The Music system uses DSP

chips in parallel, and achieves a speedup of about 500 times.

Implementation of neural network learning computations in dedicated hardware

is not always so easy. The ordinary backpropagation algorithm, however, consists

of simple multiplications and additions, as shown in equations 2.4 and 2.5, and all

computation is local, so hardware implementation is not very difficult. The cascade

correlation algorithm, on the other hand, would be quite difficult to implement in

dedicated hardware. Averages must be calcuiated and stored, signs of covariances

must be calculated and stored, neurons must be added during learning, and there are

Eachprocessoratanyonetimeperformsthesamemathe.
matical operation, but on diferent data
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two alternating phases of training (output unit and candidate unit). It is doubtful that

anyone will attempt to implement the full cascade correlation algorithm in dedicated

hardware in the near future.

Assuming one tries to implement the ordinary backpropagation algorithm in ded-

icated hardware, one may also try to implement a minimization algorithm to use

with backpropagation. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, if batch updating is used and

the minimization algorithm only operates after the last pattern has been presented,

the proportion of time required for the extra computation will be small. What is

more important is the type of computation involved (some are more difficult to imple-

ment than others, for example division is more difficult to implement than addition),

and whether all computation can be done locally or must involve accumulations of

values present throughout the network, thereby increasing the circuitry required. Ta-

ble 4.1 is meant to serve as a guide to anyone planning to implement a neural network

minimization algorithm in dedicated hardware. Computation types, and storage re-

quirements at each weight are listed. A "dot product" is performed by multiplying

two values at each weight and then taking the sum of the results over all weights (a

nonlocal computation).

When choosing an algorithm to implement in dedicated hardware, simplicity be-

comes the prime consideration and one would have to consider implementing plain

backpropagation with on-line weight updating. At least one group of authors refused

to implement even the momentum algorithm because the extra computation and stor-

age made it too complex in their view [49]. One should only attempt to implement

an additional minimization algorithm if it is known that the accuracy of the final

solution will be much greater. Training time is of lesser importance in dedicated

tð
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Table 4.1: Minimizal
Algorithm

Momentum
Delta-bar-delta

;ion Algorithm Storase Requ

Quickprop

Computation type

Regular conjugate
gradient

At weights: *, x
At weights! *: -, X,

comparison

Rudi's conjugate
gradient

At weights: *., -, x, /,
comparison

At weightsr *, -,x
Elsewhere: /
Dot products required.

rements and Comnutation

76

Extra storage at each weight
Previous weight change

Ray's line search

At weightsr *, -,x
Elsewhere: -, x, I
Dot products required.

. Learning rate

. Average of past weight
error derivatives (w. e. d. 's)

A

Current w. e. d.
Previous w. e. d.
Past weight change

updating used.
extra storage at each weight fbr accum

Current w. e. d.
Previous w. e. d.
Weight's contribution to
search direction

At weights: none
Elsewhere: *, -, x, /,

square root, comparison
Dot products required.

Current w. e. d.
Previous w. e. d.
(current - previous) w. e. d.
(not essential, but useful)

Previous weight change
rffeight's contribution to
search direction

. Possibly previous w. e. d.
Search direction and

gradient supplied by
minimization algorithm.

rYVelg t erro¡ derivatives if bat
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hardware; any algorithm should work very quickly. Simple backpropagation with on-

line updating did not fare too badly on the problems studied in the previous chapter

and should be considered for hardware implementation. The next section will do a

performance analysis of simple backpropagation with on-line updating, assuming it

has been implemented in dedicated analog hardware.

4.2 Analysis of an Analog Hardware Backpropa-

There has been considerable work on implementing the backpropagation algorithm

in dedicated hardware in order to speed up the computation. Many networks use

limited-precision digital hardware to perform all or most of the computation; these

networks have been analyzed in laTl and [48]. In [a9] the forward computation was

performed in analog hardware but the remainder of the computation was performed

digitally. Analysis usually involves the effect of limited resolution in the computation

on learning and/or the network outputs. A typical suggested resolution is 16 bits;

this large number of bits results in extensive hardware area.

Analog hardware does not suffer from the same drawbacks as digital hardware.

Limited resolution is not an inherent feature of the hardware, and the components

typically take up much less area than their digital counterparts. Implementing the en-

tire backpropagation learning algorithm in analog hardware is not difficult. Addition

operations in analog hardware are easily performed by summing currents on a wire.

Multiplications can be done using analog multipliers such as the wide-range Gilbert

multiplier [52]. This type of multiplier was recently employed in the implementation

of mean-field networks [53]. It was suggested that an extension of the circuits used in

that work might be used to implement the backpropagation learning algorithm. The

gation Circuit
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other operations involved in backpropagation, including the sigmoid functions and

subtractions, may also be implemented using these multipliers, as will be shown in

section 4.2.2. To our knowledge, no hardware implementation of the full backprop-

agation algorithm has been attempted with these circuits. Gilbert multipliers have

recently been used to implement only the multiplications in the forward computation,

not including the sigmoids, in [56].

However, using analog hardware does have its drawbacks. Different analog corn-

ponents, such as multipliers, will produce different results when presented with the

same inputs due to variations in transistor dimensions, etc. between the components.

Also, the components perform computations that are only approximations to the

corresponding mathematical operations of the backpropagation algorithm, due to

non-ideal device characteristics and limited voltage ranges.

It appears that previous authors have mainly refrained from attempting full ana-

log implementation and/or analysis of backpropagation circuits, since their "analog"

backpropagation networks typically use analog hardware for the forward computation

only, and off-chip, floating-point computation for the rest. This is partly because it is

not obvious that non-ideal backward computation can correct for non-ideal forward

computation (and vice-versa). Networks with analog forward-only computation and

tõ

floating-point reverse computation are presented in [50], [51], and [56]. one should

attempt to also implement the reverse computation on-chip in order to allow the

network to learn new patterns very quickly.

The analog hardware properties that will be analyzed here include variations in

multiplier gains and zero ofsets (both those fixed by fabrication and those due to

noise), function approximations (due to tanh nonlinearities in the multiplier character-
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istics and bounded signal values), and weight decay. In previous work component vari-

ation has sometimes been modelled by adding noise to the weight changes [50], [57], [58]

rather than to the characteristics of components (multipiiers) used to compute the

weight changes. Component variation modelled at the components themselves \ryas

analyzed only for feedforward competitivelearning in [56], and was discounted as of

minor importance without explanation in the feedforward-only analog circuit of [51].

Approximations to true multiplications by nonlinear 3-transistor multipliers in [51]

was taken care of by using special equations off-line to compensate. Weight decay

effects have been analyzed before, but using floating-point networks, in [58]. Not sur-

prisingly, given the lack of previous implementations of full backpropagation neural

networks in analog hardware, there is also a lack of systematic studies of the effects

of analog hardware properties on backpropagation learning.

4.2.L Circuit Description

A schematic view of a single neuron and synapse of the circuits to be analyzed is

shown in Figure 4.1. This circuit is a direct extension of that presented in [bB], [ba].

The portion of the circuitry used for the forward (output update) computation is

enclosed within the dashed border; the remainder is used for the backward (weight

update) computation. "IJ" is the voltage value corresponding to the abstract value

of 1.0 (the maximum neuron output).

There are only two different components in the circuit: Wide-range Gilbert multi-

pliers (components marked with X's in Figure 4.1), and simple two-transistor circuits

that act as resistors for current-to-voltage conversion (components marked "I/V" in

Figure 4.i).

The wide-range Gilbert multiplier works by accepting two differential voltages as
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of Analog Circuit for Backpropagation Learning

input, and producing a current as output. The multiplier takes four voltagesV¡Vz,Vs,

andVa as input and produces a current proportional to (V-V¡çVt-W).The inputs

to the multipliers in Figure 4.1 correspond, from the top down, to V,Vz,Vs, and Va

respectively. For small- to moderate-sized inputs the current is approximately [53]

BackwardComputation + | + ForwardComputation

, lp* o,ro,t:1., ru_vù(w_vs)

where 0 : pC", W fL, the transistor conduction parameter.

"I

'(F,),

Typical characteristics of the Gilbert multiplier are shown in Figure 4.2. Notice

that the output current saturates for sufficient input voltage. The characteristics also

become nonlinear as this saturation region is approached. This nonlinearity has at

least one advantage. The sigmoid nonlinearity of the neuron can be obtained using

one of these multipliers, as will be shown in Section 4.2.2. The number of types

of components required to build the complete backpropagation circuit is therefore

reduced.

The current-to-voltage converter characteristics (not shown) are approximately

linear.

Weight changes are performed in the circuit by allowing a charge to flow onto a

80
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Figure 4.2: Measured Gilbert Multiplier Characteristics
(from Schneider, R. C., "Analog CMOS Circuits for Artificial Neural Networks")
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capacitor (whose voltage represents the synaptic weight) for a given length of time l:

^ ldV,, f,I,,. tI/\w¿¡: JAot: Jl¿)at:- (4.2)

where 1 is the current flowing out of the multiplier with output proportional to

-0Elôw¿¡. Most of the time for learning is due to charging or discharging of the ca-

pacitors; very little time is required to compute the weight error derivatives ôEl0w¿¡.

During learning, the multipliers with weights at their outputs must produce a con-

stant current while the weight voltage (the voltage across the capacitor) is changing.

As shown in [53], the multipliers perform this function very well over most of their

operating range, acting as near-ideal current sources.

Rough estimates of the variations between actual multipliers, which were fabri-

cated using a 7.2p,m CMOS process, were tiO% for the gains, t5% of maximum

output for intra-chip zero offset variation, and t10% of maximum output for inter-
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chip zero offset variation2. Capacitor leakage current was observed to be very small,

on the order of pA. Weight decay is therefore not a problem with these circuits as

long as they are presented with patterns f¡om time to time.

4.2.2 Circuit Modelling

At the abstract level, each neuron i outputs the value out¡ : tanh(net¡), where net;

is the net input to neuron i (the weighted sum of inputs, including the bias value).

The tanh function was used instead of the logistic function because, from a ha¡dware

point of view, it is natural to fabricate circuits with symmetric activation function

for positive and negative input voltages. Fortunately, as shown earlier, idealized

simulations also dictate the use of tanh neurons. As shown in Section 3.3.3, the tanh

function can be used with lower learning rates, meaning a savings in time when using

these circuits.

At the circuit level, the equations that generate the characteristic of Figure 4.2

are quite complex (see [53] for details). For simplicity of simulation the multiplier

characteristic of figure 4.2 is modelled by the approximation

Out : S2tanh(J0 inpu\lS)tanh(ß input2lS) * Oo

82

where inpufi and input2 correspond to multiplier inputs (U - V2) and (V" - vn)

respectively,, Ó is used to adjust the function range and g is used to adjust the multi-

plier's gain. / roughly corresponds to the maximum value that one of the inputs can

take before the multiplier becomes very non-linear. The maximum multiplier output

is /2. The term O, is the zero offset of the multiplier - the actual output when one

input is zero. A plot of equation 4.3 for ó:7.0,0 :7.0, and Ou:0.0 is shown in

Figure 4.3.

2zero o set = output produced when one or both inputs are zero

(4.3)
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For all simulations in this section, signal values and parameters such as 0 and $ are

used in abstract terms rather than as voltage values. For example, the neurons have

maximum outputs of 1.0 rather than, say, 0.8 volts. This simplifies the simulation

process.

Notice that when both inputs are small with respect to /, equation 4.3 becomes

Figure 4.3: Gilbert Multiplier Model: X7 * X2:> tanhXl + tanhX2

-1.5 -1 {.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
x2

- 

Xl --1.0------ xr - {.75----.- xt - {5
-------. xt - 025
----- xt - 0.0

- 

xtt025
---- xt -05
-.-,-,, xl ¡ 0.75¡,.-.., xt r 1.0
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Equation 4.4 was retained for the multiplier calculating the out! term of the sigmoid

derivative because in this case both multiplier inputs are small (within =b1.0) with

respect to /. The parameter / should obviously be greater than 1.0 to at least allow

the network to respond properly throughout the entire range (-2.0 to +2.0) of the

desired output minus actual output signal used at the output neurons.

In equation 4.3, if we let 0 : ó2 (in reality the circuit designer must design the

Out : 0 input'1 input2 ! Oo (4.4)
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multiplier, or more simply the I/V converter, to a1low for this),

If. input2 is then set to tanh-|(11ó\, then we are left with the familiar hyperbolic

tangent activation function. This shows that the multipliers can serve a dual purpose:

multiplication and sigmoid calculation.

For the multiply and sigmoid operations) component variability was simulated

by varying the gain of the multiplier. By varying the gain of the multiplier we are

varying the slope of the multiplier characteristic near the origin. For the multipliers

performing the multiply operations this corresponds to varying the d parameter. For

the sigmoids this implies varying the ry parameter in the following equation:

Out : g2 tanh(input)tanh(input2) * Oo

It was assumed that the multiplier gains for various circuits distributed over the

chip would have a Gaussian-like distribution:

84

where pou is a normal random variable (with Gaussian distribution, mean 0.0 and

standard deviation 1.0), and deunwas a parameter in the simulation, to allow one to

observe the degree of component variation the circuits could handle. Possible values

for gain are from 0.0 to f co, but for small values of deun the gains are distributed

roughly symmetrically around 1.0.

Zero offsets rffere given Gaussian distributions with mean 0.0. Standard deviation

of the offsets was another simulation parameter.

Out : tanh(r¡ inputl) I Oo

(4.5)

gain: (1.0 + deun¡no*

(4.6)

(4.7)
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4.2.3 Simulation Environment

The simulations were run using the Xerion simulator [i9] with more enhancements.

The backpropagation learning equations were modified to support component varia-

tion. Each individual multiply and tanh operation in the network could be assigned

its own gain and offset term either at the start of simulation (to simulate variabil-

ity due to fabrication) or immediately prior to the multiply or tanh operation being

required in the computation (to simulate variability due to noise). The means anci

standard deviations of multiplier gains and offsets were user-settable parameters and

a feature was implemented to automatically run a network through a number of sim-

ulations, each with progressively greater component variation. The user could also

select whether or not the weights and other values corresponding to voltage levels in

the circuits should be bounded. This allowed for component variation effects to be

studied separately from weight saturation effects. Gaussian random variables for the

component variation were generated using code from Numerical Reci,pes in C [33].

When weight saturation was in effect, every multiplication operation was simu-

lated using equation 4.3. The / parameter was made a user-settable parameter, to

allow for investigation of the effect of limited voltage range on learning. One could

determine, for example, the required range of the multipliers relative to the maximum

neuron output.

When saturation was not in effect, the multipliers were simulated using equation

4.4. This corresponds to / (multiplier range parameter) values approaching infinity.

öÐ
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4.2.4 Simulations Performed

A number of different problems were used for simulation, both artificial and real. Tlie

problems are the following:

1. The 4-bit parity problem. Same problem as studied in section 3.8.1.

2. The eight-input "hard" overlapping Gaussian problem, the most difficult over-

lapping Gaussian problem presented in [60]. This problem is expected to be

representative of a real-world classification problem, in which the network must

discriminate between two classes with Gaussian distributions. For class 1, each

input has mean zero and standard deviation one. For class 2, each input has

mean zero and standard deviation two. Kohonen reported an error of 18.9% for

an 8 hidden unit backpropagation network as compared to the optimal 9.0%

achieved by a Gaussian maximum likehihood classifier. Two outputs were used,

one for each class.

3. A small version of the grain classification problem studied in Section 3.3.1.

The problem adopted here is simply determining whether or not the input

corresponds to an amber durum wheat kernel. Preliminary simulations showed

that at least 2 hidden units are necessary to solve this problem (4 were actually

used in the hardware simulations presented here).

Table 4.2 shows some simulation parameters for all three problems. All were done

using on-line updating, as this is the way the circuits are intended to be used, in

order to keep the capacitive weights refreshed. A training epoch is as usual defined

as a pass through all the training data. Target values in all problems were -0.7 and

+0.7. No cross validation was done, as the emphasis in this section is on determining
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Problem

4-bit parity
Gaussians
problem

lnputs

Grain
classifier

whether the circuits can learn at all, rather than determining exactly how well they

can learn.

For the grain classifier network, a classification was considered ((correct" if the

network's output was greater than 0.0 for an amber durum kernel, or less than 0.0 for

a non-amber durum kernel. For the parity network, a stricter performance measure

was used because of the relatively high probability with which the network could

correctly classify all patterns. This performance measure was one suggested by Scott

Fahlman where the classification is considered "correct" only if the network's output

is greater than 0.2 for odd parity, or less than -0.2 for even parity [61]. For the

overlapping Gaussian classifier, a classification was correct if the output of the neuron

corresponding to the correct class was greater than the output of the other neuron.

4.2.5 Results from Learning in Analog Hardware

Multiplier Gain Variation
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The first results presented are from simulations of circuits such as those of Figure 4.1,

with saturation efects neglected (/ in equation 4.3 : oo), and zero offsets also ne-

glected. The standard deviations of multiplier/sigmoid gain (deun in equation 4.7)

were varied from 0.0 (ideally matched components) to 1.0 in 0.05 increments. Corn-

ponent variation was generated using one of ten different random number streams.
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Figure 4.4: Performance of 4-bit Parity Network with Multiplier Gain Variation
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Figure 4.5: Performance of Grain Classifier with Multiplier Gain Variation

Two different sets of starting weights were also employed, yielding a total of twenty

simulations for each standard deviation studied. It was desired to distinguish between

the effects of noise and of noiseless systematic variation in analog components. Com-

ponent variations were either fixed at the start of simulation (component variation) or

allowed to vary (the case of noise-induced variation). Plots of average percent correct

classification (over 20 simulations) for both the fixed and variable cases are shown in

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 for the 4-bit parity and grain classification problems respectively.

The overlapping Gaussians problem was not attempted without saturation in effect.

The networks performed well when standard deviation of multiplier sain was
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within about 20% and I5% of the ideal for the parity and grain problems respec-

tively. These standard deviations are at least as great as the anticipated values. It

is clear that on average the networks did better when the gains were fixed at the

start of simulation, rather than when they were variable. This is an encouraging

result because it shows that the networks are able to make some sense out of a fixed

nonideal environment, and can learn to compensate. They exhibit considerably less

tolerance to random variation, or noise. Increases in accuracy for high (and probably

unrealistic) standard deviations for the parity network occurred because the network

tended to classify the patterns as all even or all odd parity with great confidence

(outputs very close to -1 or f1), thereby achieving at least 5Q7o acr;r:lracy.

Limited Voltage Ranges

Instead of multiplier gain, the $ (square root of range) parameter was varied, frorn 1.0

to y'10J to allow for multiplier ranges frorn t1.0 to *10.0. The multiplier gains were

maintained at the ideal value (: 1.0). All weights and signals, including summations,

were clipped at the maximum multiplier output /2 because of the voltage limits

that would be experienced within an actual circuit. These simulations attempt to

determine the required range of the multipliers and weights. Variation in multiplier

gain is not expected to have any greater effect when the voltage ranges are limited

because for high input values, the multipliers will then produce outputs near the

Iimits of their range regardless of their gains.

Final percent cor¡ect classifications, averaged over 4 simulations each with dif-

ferent starting weights, are shown in Figure 4.6 for the 4-bit parity, grain classifica-

tion, and overlapping Gaussian problems. Average performance with unlimited range
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Figure 4.6: Average Classification Accuracies with Limited Voltage Ranges

(d: -) was 100% for parity,88.9 and 87.3% for the grain classifier's training and

test data respectively, and 88.4 and 84.2% for the gaussian problem's training and

test data respectively.

The networks achieved reasonable classification accuracy relative to that achieved

with unlimited range, as long as the ranges of the multipliers and weights were from

about -5.0 to +5.0. In other words the voltage value corresponding to unity (1.0) in

the circuit should be set to about one-fifth that of the multiplier maximum output,

which is not unreasonable given that the multiplier maximum output will be several

volts. For networks with larger neuron fan-ins the range may have to be greater to

account for larger possible net inputs. Also, the range may have to be greater for

networks with many outputs. There may be a problem with the AEIAVj term for

the hidden neurons in this case, because this term involves a summation that may

become quite large for a large number of output units.

345678
Maximum weight and signal magnitude

- 

4öit pariV
------ Gra¡n ch$ilior (lE¡n¡nE data)
-.-.-.-.- Grain classl¡er itesr da-ta)
-------' Gaushns probþm (tra¡ning data)
----- Gâusians problem (lost datâ)
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Table 4.3: Classification accuracies

Problem

4-bit parity
Grain classifier

Weight Decay

Gaussians "hard" problem

(training data)

Another set of simulations \ryas performed to examine the effect of weight decay on

learning, when coupled with saturation effects. This was done because in reality the

capacitive charge in the circuits will slowly leak away until it is refreshed by dedicated

circuitry [67] or by repeated training patterns [SS]. tn the presence of weight decay,

the weights change according to equation2.2S,losing eÀ times their magnitude after

each pattern presentation.

In the simulations, À values of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 were used. Generally, the

networks were only able to learn anything when À : 0.001; even with I : 0.01

the networks were unable to learn properly. This implies that between refreshes

(pattern presentations) the capacitors cannot afford to lose more than about 0.0I%

of their charge. Averages of percent correct classification over 4 simulations for the

4-bit parity, grain classifier, and overlapping Gaussian classifier network are shown in

Table 4.3 for weight decays of 0, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1. Each simulation,was run using

a multiplier maximum output (and weight maximum value) of 5.0.

(test data)

(training data)

Weie

(test data)

Yo

0

ht decay parameter )

95.31

wit

0.001

85.85

weight decay

23.44

86.70

0.01

81.92

84.24

8r.29

0.0

80.05

0.1

80.58
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84.11

0.0

80.62

81.31

80.58

75.58

80.62

73.45

50.00

50.00
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Table 4.4: Average classification accuracies (%) with zero offsets

Problem

4-bit parity
Grain classifier
(training data

Gaussians problem
test data)

Std.Devn.

(training data

0.0

(test data)

zero offset variation, Gain variation, and Limited voltage Ranges

The final results presented here are from simulations conducted assuming limited

voltage ranges, gain variation and offset terms added to each multiplication operation.

Results for all problems are shown in Table 4.4. A total of 20 simulations were run

for the parity and Gaussians problem (2 sets of initial weights and 10 random number

streams to generate component variation), and 10 simulations for the grains problem

(2 sets of initial weights and 5 random number streams). Each simulation was run

using a multiplier maximum output (and weight maximum value) of 5.0. Standard

deviation of multipliergain variation was fixed at 0.15. It is clear that the networks

could not learn to overcome the multipliers'additive offsets for degrees of variation

near the anticipated values of 5 and 10% of maximum output. This is probably

due to the fact that very small weight changes are required by the backpropagation

algorithm during learning, and the additive offsets do not permit these small changes.

There was one observed case where additive offsets helped, however-the case of 4-

bit parity. For some reason, possibly not enough simulation, the 4-bit parity problem

could not be learned properly without additive offsets when standard deviation of

multiplier gain variation was set at 0.15 (see also Figure 4.4).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Fbture Work

The backpropagation and cascade correlation learning algorithms have been analysed

with regards to effectiveness on several real-world classification problems, assuming

either floating-point computation or (in the case of backpropagation) computation

using analog hardware components. The cascade correlation algorithm \ryas success-

fully programmed into the Xerion public domain neural network simulator. Various

minimization methods \.vere presented and attempted for use with each of backprop-

agation and cascade correlation. A method for properly training networks using

cross-validation to achieve better generalization performance was presented for use

with supervised neural network learning algorithms in general, and was used in many

sirnulations.

Neural networks were found to perform better than a more traditional Gaussian

Maximum Likelihood classifier on a real-world classification problem, that of classi-

fying cereal grain kernels. Accuracy on some data not used for training the networks

was in general about 3 to 4% greater than accuracy achieved by the Gaussian classi-

fier. The fact that the neural networks made no assumptions about the distribution

of the training data was an advantage. It was found on this and other problems

that cascade correlation networks could achieve better classification accuracv than
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backpropagation-trained networks when a very small sized network (in terms of hid-

den units) was used, but for larger networks the performance advantage was not

present. It would appear that it is very dificult to train all the weights of a small

network in an optimal way using backpropagation, and large cascade correlation net-

works, although training proceeds very smoothly, perform poorly in the end because

they seem to commit themselves (by freezing weights) to poor solutions early on

during learning.

A handwritten character recognition problem was successfully solved using a hi-

erarchical neural network trained using simple backpropagation. A more elaborate

conjugate gradient algorithm used on this network did not yield significantly better

classification results. It did however require a longer training time because it required

waiting for the entire training dataset to be presented, a waste of time because of the

redundancy in the data. The hierarchical nature of the network was found to be the

key to solving this problem.

General benchmarking studies on two more problems yielded the result that dif-

ferent minimization algorithms may result in different classification performance, and

will certainly result in differences in required computation. These differences in com-

putation may be an order of magnitude. The simplest algorithm to implement in

dedicated hardware, ordinary backpropagation with weight updating after each pat-

tern, was shown to perform reasonably well compared to more complex algorithms,

and an implementation of simple backpropagation in analog hardware was consid-

ered. It was found that the algorithm was tolerant to all the anticipated nonidealities

of the hardware, except for the additive offsets between analog multipliers, probably

because of the small weight changes that must be guaranteed for the backpropagation
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algorithm to work properly.

There is much experimentation one can do with neural networks, and many algo-

rithms to discover. One algorithm in particular should be considered as an alternative

to the backpropagation algorithm if one wants to build a small neural network in ana-

log hardware. This is the weight perturbation algorithm, which works by tweaking

each weight individually, determining the change in output error, doing the same for

all other weights, and then adjusting the weights appropriately to lower the error [68].

If one wants to experiment further with backpropagation neural networks, there

are many types of neurons and error measures that were not explored in this thesis.

Neurons with bell-shaped, linear, or exponential transfer functions can be used, and

there are other error measures that work very well for classification problems, such as

the soft-max measure. Here each neuron outputs a probability measure that depends

on not only its own output, but also the outputs of all other neurons [17].

Cascade correlation networks could be extended by constructing the networks in a

hierachical manner, to enable them to solve problems such as handwriting recognition

with limited preprocessing where hierarchical networks are required. A fixed hidden

layer could be used to combine signals from the neurons that are being added in the

"lower" layers of the network hierarchy. Another idea that should be investigated,

one suggested in [i0], is that of using pools of candidate units with each neuron

having a different transfer function. In this way, the network will add neurons of

whichever type is appropriate at that particular time. The network designer will

then be freed from determining both the appropriate number and appropriate type

of neurons, possibly leading to the solution of problems previously unsolvable.
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Appendix A

Advanced Algorithms

Ray's Line Search

Much of the following is taken from R. Fletcher,Practical Methods of Optimization,,
Volume 1, Unconstrained Optimization, pp.25ff [21], with some hints from the Xerion
simulator documentation. The initial guess at the stepsize (given in step 1 below) is
Xerion's "slope ratio initial step". There are other initial step methods supplied
with Xerion , but these are claimed not to work as well.

As in any line search, Ray's includes a bracket within which the search must
take place. The value ) in equation 2.6 is constrained to lie within this bracket
(Àt,Àr). The line search algorithm uses sectioning to reduce the size of the bracket,
and interpolation to find an acceptable À close to the optimal value. Interpolation
involves approximating equation 2.6 by fitting a quadratic polynomial in À to the
data, and choosing a new À that minimizes this polynomial. The algorithm proceeds
as follows:

1. Initially, given function (output error) /, slope s : g.d, where g is the gradient
and d is the search direction obtained from steepest descent, conjugate gradient,
etc., À1 :0,Àz : @:À : Às(at beginning of previous iine search) / s(current)
[unless first step of minimization, in which case À : 1/ | S l].

2. Evaluate Ín"* : /(x*Àd), where x is the weight vector. Xerion also evaluates
gn"- : S(x * ld), and sneu : gn"* d at this point.

3. Check whether the function value has decreased by an acceptable amount:

f - f"u* > -pgdÀ
4. If check succeeded, then goto 5.

Otherwise, calculate a ne\.v I using restricted quadratic interpolation:

À(new):
9 -¡ q Í-Í(neu)
-'- (À-À1)s
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Restrict Àn'- to lie within [, * 
"(Àz -Then set À2 : À, À : Àn"- , and goto 2.

Check whether the slope has decreased

lt""-
ts

5.

This is sometimes called the Wolfe test.

6. If check succeeded, we're done.
Otherwise, calculate a new À using restricted quadratic extrapolation:

It may be necessary to use 
^ne1x 

- 2, if the above calculation fails.
Restrict Àn"* to lie within [Àr * r(Àz - Àr), À2 - r(À2 - Àr)].
Also, restrict À""- - Àr ( ,Ì(^n"- - )t).
Then set 11 - 

^rf 
: fn"-rg: gneurÀ: Àn"t, and goto 2.

Rudi's Conjugate Gradient

Adapted from the Xerion neural network simulator manual:
Rudi's conjugate gradient computes the following:

s .Y En'-

ìt), À, - r(\, - )t)].

by an acceptable amount:

1o

\neu _ () - À1)s"'-

",1úL

orn

u3:

(" - "'"-)
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(Y 8""- - V E"td) . (Y 8""- - V Eotd)

(V Ene1" - V Eotd) . V Enel'

(Y 8""- - V E"td) . (Y Bn.* - V E"td)
s. Y En"-

+À

wnere
s' is the new search direction,
s is the step taken in the previous search direction (vector ofprevious weight changes),
V Enel! is the current gradient (vector of current weight error derivatives), and
yBotd is the previous gradient (vector of previous w.e.d's).

The Pseudo-Newton Method

For every connection between two neurons i and j, where neuron i is closest to the
output:

6wii -PÊ4öw;¡' dwi;

s' : u7 t, (YE etu -ypot\ + uz*s -u3 *vEn"-
(Y 8""- - V Eotd) . (V En"- - V E"td)

(Y 8""- -V Eotd) . s

2s . Y En"-
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where 0Elôw¿¡ is calculated using one of the backpropagation equations 2.4 or 2.5
depending on whether neuron i is an output or hidden neuron. and

if neuron i is an output neuron. I{
X¿ is the net input to neuron i (i.e.
function).

If neuron i is a hidden neuron,

a2E --. ^,.
ffi, : vf f'(net;)lf" (net¿)(r\ - v,o) j f'(net¿)l

ffi : f " (n et ¿) f ' (n et ¿)vf 
Ð #. "; 

-r lf 
, (net n)1, vlÐ 

Ð 
.,,.,0 # x, ( A. 2)

where u and u are neurons in the next "higher" layer (closer to the output) than
neuron

If. u
z.

is an output neuron, then

ÔE
;; : (u" _vj)f,(net")
OÃu

and 
az| r Ft, . rre

&: lf'(net")l2 + (w - v:)r"@et2,)f'(net,).

If z is a hidden neuron. then

AE 
- {tt^^+ r r- ôE 

^..ôX,: J \netu) f, a*u'""
and

A2E ttt/^^^r \rt/---t ts- ôE , lrtl , \r2\-\- Ô28
Ô, i 

: f " (net') f ' (net 
") 4 U n' "" 

* lf ' (net" )l' ? T' ou' "ud;;ftr
where y and z are neurons in the next higher layer.

If y and z are two distinct output neurons, then

is neuron i's output. f'(net¿) : ôVlôX¡ where

f'(net¿) is the derivative of neuron i's activation
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a2E

Ñþe
and if they are two distinct hidden neurons,

(A.1)

where ø and ó are neurons in a still higher layer.
Notice that whenever the final equation must be used, which is when there are at

least three layers in the network (one output and two hidden), then the network must
perform nonlocal computation, making hardware implementation of the algorithm
difficult. The nonlocal computation is required because computation and storage of
the Ô2ElôXIAX, terms must take place at a location external to the network.

A2E .,/ . \ F,, \ ss A2E
d;W : f' (neto) f' (net ")Ð Ð 

.o,ru 
AÉñXa,

(4.3)

(A.4)

-0,
then

(A.5)

(4.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)
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The Full Quickprop Algorithm

The original equation proposed for Quickprop \ryas

where.9(l) and S(t - 1) are the current and previous values of ôElðw;j. Modified
versions of this equation are sometimes used to get the algorithm to work properly.
There are three different actions to take depending on which of these conditions are
met:

1. S(t), S(t-1) same sign and lS(ú)l < lS(ú - 1)l'

A,w;¡(t): S6ff\6 Lw¿¡(t - 1)

L,w¿¡(t): -.^9(¿)

2. S(t), S(t-1) different signs:
A,w¿¡(t) as in equation 4.9.

3. S(t), S(t-l) same sign and l^9(t)l > 1.9(ú - 1)l'
Lw¿¡(t): -e^9(¿) -t p,Lw¿¡(t-t)

The parameter p, is known as the "maximumgrowth factor". It is also used in cases
1 and 2: For case 1, if s(¿)/(S(t - t)- s(ú)) ) ¡; then the weight update is made as
for case 3. For case2, if s(¿)/(s(¿ - 1) -^9(¿)) < -u then atu(r): -¡tLw(ú - i).

The Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier

The Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier assumes that the input classes have mul-
tivariate normal densities, where the probability that an input vector x belongs to
class u.r; is

p(xl,,;) :,,-r+-=-,=-- r-å {*-",)'c,-r 1x-u¡¡
\Lt,).lc¡r¡z 

; (x-ui/ (A'10)

where n is the number of input features, u¿ is the estimated class mean vector, and
C¿ is the estimated class covariance matrix [30]. x is classified as belonging to ta; if

.9(¿ - 1) -
^9(ú)

s(ÐL' (t - 1)
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(A.e)

where each discriminant function D;(x) is given in terms of equation
a priori probability of belonging to class w¡, P(w;),,by

D¿(*) : In(P(w¿) p("lrn))

:-?Inen\ n' '^' 1'
z , - ,tnlc;l - i(" -u¿)rC,,(*-,r,) * In(p(w¿). (A.12)

This approach yields the theoretically optimal classification accuracy if the input
classes truÌy have multivariate normal densities.

Dt(*) > D¡(*) V¡+, (4.11)

(4.10) and the



Appendix B

Xerion Parameter Defaults

Before the default parameters for minimization are listed, it must be stated that the
two "extension" parameters supplied, namely zeroErrorRadius (subtracted from an
output neuron's error; result used as error unless negative in which case zero is used),
and weightCost (À in equalion 2.25) were both set to zero, except for the weight
decay experiments where weightCost was used as the weight decay parameter.

Learning rate parameter

This is the e term appearing in the equations for ordinary backprop (equation 2.2),
momentum (equation 2.9), delta-bar-delta (used as e(0) in equation 2.73), and quick-
prop (equalion 2.20). For ordinary backprop, momentum, and delta-bar-delta, this
term is set using Xerion 's epsilon parameter, which for some strange reason de-
faults to 7.2345e-10. This default value was neaer used and was always found througli
experìmentation. For quickprop, epsilon must always be set to 1.0; a different Xe-
rion parameter corresponds to e in equation 2.20. This is the qpEpsilon parameter,
whiclr also defaults to 1.2345e-70 but was found through experimentation. This ex-
perimentation might have been done by finding an optimal value for the epsilon
parameter for ordinary backprop, and using this value for qpEpsilon when running
quickprop.

Momentum

The learning rate setting (e in equation 2.9) is discussed under "Learning rate pa-
rametet".

The a parameter appearing in the equations for momentum (equation 2.9) and
delta-bar-delta (equation 2.15) is controlled by Xerion 's alpha parameter, which
defaults to 0.9.
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Delta-Bar-Delta

The initial learning rate setting (.(0) in equation 2.13) is discussed under "Learning
rate parametertt.

The momentum setting (a in equation 2.15) is discussed under "Momentum".
The additive gain increment, rc in equation 2.13, is controlled by gainlncrement,

which defaults to 0.1.
The multiplicative gain decrement, / in equation 2.13, is controlled by

gainDecrement, which defaults to 0.9.

Quickprop

TÌre learning rate setting (e in equation 2.20) is discussed under "Learning rate pa-
rametertt.

The maximum permissable increase in a weight change, ¡z in the explanation of
the full quickprop algorithm in Appendix A, is controlled by the maxGrowthFactor
parameter, which defaults to 1.75.

Regular Conjugate Gradient

No parameters.

Rudi's Conjugate Gradient

No parameters.

Rayts Line Search

The description of these parameters makes reference to the algorithm description
given in Appendix A.

The maximum acceptable slope ratio, o in step 5, is controlled by the
maxSlopeRatio parameter, which defaults to 0.5.

The Wolfe test (step 5 of the description in Appendix A) is used by default (the
wolf eTest parameter is set to 1). Without this test, the absolute value signs in step
5 disappear and any point with a positive slope passes the slope ratio test (assuming
the previous slope was negative).

The minimum acceptable function reduction factor, p in step 3, is controlled by
minFuncReductionFactor, which defaults to 0.01.

The parameter controlling how close a new point can be to the ends of an ex-
trapolation interval (r in step 6) is controlled by extraplimits which defaults to
0.35.

The parameter controlling how close a new point can be to the ends of an in-
terpolation interval (r in step 4) is controlled by interplinits which defaults to
0.05.
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Not mentioned in the algorithm description is a parameter used to control the
amount of backtracking when too large a step has been taken. In this case, À is set
to Àr + (À - Àt)/7, where 7 is controlled by backupFactor which defaults to 3.

The upper bound on step size, À2 is not initially set to oo but is set using
stepBound, which defaults to 10.

The 17 term in step 6 is controlled by rnaxExtrapol, which defaults to g.

When the À calculation in step 6 fails, À is assigned extensor, which defaults to
2.

It was not mentioned in the main thesis document that there is a parameter con-
trolling the maximum number of function evaluations in a line search. This parameter
is lsMaxFuncEvals and defaults to 10. However, throughout the thesis work this pa-
rameter was set high enough so that there \ryere never more function evaluations on
any line search (which would have halted the entire minimization process).

There are other parameters not listed here that if changed from their defaults
would change the line search algorithm presented in Appendix A slightly.
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